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ABSTRACT
This study has been designed not only to question a number of important
historiographical assumptions, but also to try and put some fresh answers (or at least
possible answers) in the place of these assumptions. Firstly, working within the broad
analytical framework of humanism, this study has attempted to reveal the variety o f ways
in which aspects o f Sir Thomas Smith’s Protestant humanist milieu affected three specific,
yet interrelated, aspects of his work as a Tudor political thinker. Secondly, this study has
looked to provide alternatives to the traditional ‘what-you-see-i s-what-you-get ’ readings
of De Republica by associating its composition with a number of political-cultural
traditions extant in Tudor England. Connected to these proposals for a systematic re
reading of De Republica is this study’s intention to reveal the vitality o f these
political-cultural traditions. In the case of Ireland, for example, it is plain that Smith’s
conception of English society was loaded with a number of cultural assumptions that
found their way into his plans for the colonization of England’s island neighbor. As such,
the importance of De Republica as a statement of nationalist sentiment, if not imperial
intent, must henceforth be recognized by historians. Thirdly, and finally, this study has
been designed to pinpoint the continuities and discontinuities within Smith’s political
thought, not least in the area of English imperialism. In particular, awareness of the fact
that the neo-Galfridian imperial tradition of the 1540s gave way to the classically inspired
work on Ireland provides a new understanding of Smith’s work as a theorist o f English
imperialism. The emphasis placed here on the importance of Protestantism to
Smith’s work as an imperialist poses a number of questions o f the existing historiography
v

this aspect of his career.
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Introduction
On December 23, 1513, Thomas Smith enjoyed his first lung-full of Saffron Walden
air. He didn’t know it at the time, but he was bom into an exciting age. A few miles to the
north, in the alluring sandiness o f a Cambridge college, Erasmus was busy working on the
Greek New Testament. In Germany, a young monk was struggling with his conscience, his
vows, and what St. Augustine seemed to be telling him about faith. In London, the
glorious Cardinal Wolsey reveled in the success of the military adventures in France he
had organized for the young King Henry. In the north of Italy, Nicolo Machiavelli licked
the wounds o f dismissal and set about writing his curriculum vitae. In Rome, Pope Leo X
- only ten months into the job - went looking for an elephant. In France, a young Valois
prince led raiding parties against the Habsburgs.
As the bloody detritus of Thomas’s delivery was scraped away, Saffron Walden was
not moved to mark either these events, or the arrival of its soon-to-be-most-famous son.
By 1513 the town, tucked away in the Uttlesford district of north Essex, had changed little
since the saffron crocus brought it mild prosperity in the middle of the fourteenth-century.
St. Mary the Virgin may have been the largest parish church in Essex, but it was only in
the early seventeenth century, when Lord Howard (James I ’s Lord Treasurer) built Audley
End, that Saffron Walden became a place of any note. Smith would remember little of
Saffron Walden save the illnesses he contracted their in childhood.1
Had Smith succumbed to one of these sicknesses, or for that matter never left Saffron
Walden, then it is probable that our only knowledge of him would derive from a parish

1 Mary Dewar, Sir Thomas Smith: a Tudor intellectual in office (London, 1964), 9-25; William Page and
J. Horace Round, The Victoria History o f the Counties o f England: Essex (Vol. 2; London, 1907), 359-
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record of one sort or another. As it is, John Smith’s inability to support a second son left
Thomas going up to Cambridge in 1526. At a mere thirteen years of age, Thomas was a
precociously gifted scholar in the making. And what Smith encountered at Cambridge was
an academic community slowly starting to work with a humanism curriculum. Erasmus’
stay had changed the intellectual character of the university, and by 1526 - under the
watchful eye o f the Chancellor, John Fisher - Cambridge was becoming a serious center
for the studia humanitatis.2 A community of young and talented scholars was entering the
university, and it is here at Cambridge that the story of Thomas Smith’s relationship with
humanism begins.

Earlier admiration
Sir Thomas Smith’s first biographer, John Strype, worried passionately about the state
o f England, and believed the debauched generation following his own would be the
country’s ruin. Indeed so moved was he by these apprehensions that in 1699 he published
a discourse aiming ‘to Reclaim, if possible, this degenerate Age of Ours.’3 Whether or not
this broadside lifted Englishmen to a higher plain of morality is doubtful. Perhaps Strype
knew that it was a futile use of the pen. Undeterred, he understood that if the present
could not be changed, solace was to be found in the past. So with exactly this thought in
mind, he sat down to write his life of Sir Thomas Smith:
‘The Regard I have ever born in my Mind towards Men of Eminency, in Times
past bom and bred among us, (especially when with their Qualities and Places
they have been adorned with Learning, Wisdom or Integrity,) led me at my
361
2 John Bass Mullinger, The University o f Cambridge from the earliest times to the royal injunctions o f
1535, Vol. 1 (Cambridge, CUP, 1873), 380-552; Damian Riehl Leader, A history o f Cambridge
University. Volume 1: the University to 1546 (Cambridge, CUP, 1988), 297-319
3 John Strype, Lessons moral and Christian (London, 1699). This is in Wing: Early English books, 16411700, S6022
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leisure-Hours to make cursory Collections out of my Books and Papers, of their
Lives and Actions. And many such men there were in the Last Age, when
Learning and Religion after a long Eclipse, began again to enlighten our
Horizon’4
Who is to say that Strype’s was other than an admirable motive? He loved learning
and so he thought he would write o f one who shared this passion. The biography o f Smith
is unashamedly that o f a great man. It borders on the hagiographic, and is certainly never
other than dubiously informative. And although it was written to edify, in no way is it an
objective study, for which reason it has serious limits as a piece of history. However, to
dismiss it completely would ignore its greatest strength: Strype’s sense for, and
appreciation, of Smith’s humanist and religious sentiments. Like Smith, Strype took it for
granted that an education in the humanities was the mark of civilized man, and in many
ways the biography is a celebration of that assumption. Strype also presumed that this
education transcended any one point in time, and that the values of a humanist education
were the foundation for an intellectual community o f the living and the dead.
Understanding such powerful assumptions is the only way of looking at Strype’s world; it
is also a clue to the nature of Smith’s.

Humanism
As Eugene F. Rice put it, humanists - Catholic and Protestant alike - used the classics
to effect ‘the union o f wisdom and piety with eloquence.’5 Scholars interested in
deepening their understanding of humanity, but more especially man’s place in God’s
creation, might turn to the classical authors in search of wisdom or paideia (from the

4 John Strype, The life o f the learned Sir Thomas Smith (New York, 1974), iii
5 E. F. Rice Jr., ‘The humanist idea of Christian antiquity and the impact of Greek patristic work on
sixteenth-century thought’, in R.R. Bolgar (ed.), Classical influences on European culture A.D. 15001700 (Cambridge, 1976), 201
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Greek 7tai5eioc, or education).6 What this meant in practice was the formulation of a
program or curriculum of study focusing on those aspects of the classical heritage best
suited to the achievement ofpaideia. Humanist authors and educators also hoped that this
program would replace the scholastic system of textual criticism and translation; a system
that had, in the opinion of many, led to some gross distortions in the transmission of ideas
from the classical world.7 The subjects used to constitute the humanist’s program were
poetry, moral philosophy, grammar, rhetoric, and history. The aim o f each subject was to
introduce students of the studia humanitatis to a particular aspect of human learning. The
purpose o f the curriculum as a whole was to provide intellectual and practical tools
necessary for the student to live the vita activa (or, active life).8 Products of this education
undertook careers in fields ranging from government service to the clergy, and from
philosophy to architecture and art.
Italy was the center of the studia humanitatis until well into the fifteenth century. Only
after humanist scholars arrived in northern Europe, and the humanist curriculum was taken
up in universities, did the center of gravity move (and even then only marginally) from
south to north. In England, the earliest evidence of humanist activity was the work of Tito
Livio Frulovisi, who, under the patronage of the Duke o f Gloucester, wrote the Gesta
Henrici Quinti (or, History o f Henry V )9 But Frolovisi was something o f an exception,
and until humanist scholars began to work at the universities of Oxford and later
Cambridge towards the end of the fifteenth century, humanism would make few inroads

6 Eugene F. Rice, Jr. with Anthony Grafton, The foundations o f early modern Europe, 1460-1559 (New
York & London, 1994), 78
7 Charles G. Nauert, Jr., Humanism and the culture o f Renaissance Europe, (Cambridge, 1995), 163
* Ibid., 12-13
9 Ibid., 101
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into English cultural life. However, once the seed of humanism was planted in the
universities the new learning began to spread. John Colet, Thomas Linacre, and William
Grocyn all worked out of Oxford, and their work incorporated aspects o f the studia
humanitatis. Colet was especially important. A friend of Erasmus, he founded St. Paul’s
school in London on the back of a humanist curriculum, with boys being educated in the
fundamentals o f the Latin and Greek language.10 Later, of course, Thomas More would
figure as the dominant English humanist. Arguably, he was interested chiefly in the role
that humanists might play as servants to the crown, and rose eventually to the office of
Lord Chancellor. Humanists, in More’s opinion, were ideally placed to advise the crown
on matters of state. Indeed, sensitive to what he saw as the needs of the commonweal,
More believed that it was the job of a good humanist to play an active part in the
administration o f royal power; tempering the king’s worst impulses on the one hand, and
ensuring the health of the body politic - one of the main messages in Utopia - on the other.
By the middle of the sixteenth century the humanist curriculum was entrenched in
English educational life, and humanism was also increasingly part of English cultural life.
Edward Seymour, Edward’s ‘Protector’ between 1547 and 1549, took an active interest in
classical forms o f architecture, building his own classically inspired house in London, and
sending one o f his household servants - John Shute - to Italy in order to learn more about
the classical style.11 At the universities of Cambridge and Oxford, humanistic studies were
increasingly a feature of academic life. This was in no small part

10 John Guy, Tudor England (Oxford, 1988), 17-18
11 Boris Ford, The Cambridge Guide to the Arts in Britain. Volume 3: Renaissance and Reformation
(Cambridge, 1989), 64
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due to the efforts of Smith and his contemporaries. In 1540 three Regius Professorships
were created: one for Greek, one for Latin, and one for the Civil Law - this last post
occupied by Smith. In fact John Cheke, the first Regius Professor o f Greek at the
University, actually used the humanistic curriculum at Cambridge to educate Edward VI;
and it is known that Edward very quickly mastered both Greek and Latin. More widely, by
1550 grammar schools were appearing across England that made use of unequivocally
humanist curricula. At Bury St. Edmonds in Suffolk, the school master was required to
read a work of poetry (Virgil’s Aeneid), a work of history (Caesar’s Commentarii), a
work of moral philosophy (Cicero’s De Officiis), and two works o f rhetoric (the A d
Herennium and Quintilian’s Institutio oratorio)}2 Products of this system like Thomas
Wilson, author o f the Arte o f Rhetorique, left school and university armed with the skills
of a humanist training and primed - as Wilson was to prove - for action.13 Indeed, as
Anthony Grafton and Lisa Jardine have pointed out, Wilson’s friend Gabriel Harvey would
turn to Livy’s Decades o f Rome for inspiration as to how to live a life as a vir civilis
(virtuous citizen).14 That Smith would spend his last years instructing Harvey how to read
in this fashion is, needless to say, significant.

Humanism and Sir Thomas Smith
It is possible to learn a great deal from the final wishes and remarks of the dying. In
Smith’s case, the importance of a last great humanist project - Hill Hall - is conveyed by
his last will and testament. From the middle of the 1550s he dreamt of completing his

12 Quentin Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy o f Hobbes (Cambridge, 1996), 23
Ibid., 52
14 Lisa Jardine and Anthony Grafton, ‘"Studied for action”: how Gabriel Harvey read his Livy’, Past and
Present (1990), 31-78
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Essex house, of building a monument to his study of architecture and the classical style.
Around him men like William Cecil and Sir William Petre pursued similar dreams, and
their progress could only have encouraged Smith to press on with his plans.15 In his will,
the concern that Hill Hall should be finished is striking: “The ready money and debts
owing me and my chains of gold and 1,000 oz. of my gilt plate and more if need be” were
the resources allocated to finance the completion. He also made it clear that he wanted to
be buried at the parish church o f Theydon Mount, just down the road from Hill Hall.16 It
overlooked the house, and perhaps he thought he could keep an eye on things. And why
not? For o f all his expressions of humanism, Smith was most proud of Hill Hall, and most
anxious that it be finished.
The construction o f Hill Hall marked the end of Smith’s relationship with humanism.
The start o f this relationship was his education. From readings of Cicero, Aristotle, Plato,
and Virgil - to name but a few - Smith gathered the principles that gave both a foundation
and structure to his life. Coupled with an understanding of the Bible (made possible by his
knowledge o f the classical languages of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin), this education
provided a comprehensive moral framework for existence. For the humanist architect
Leon Battista Alberti this education meant ‘Man is a mortal but happy god, because he
combines capacity for virtuous action with rational understanding.’17 For Erasmus, a

15 For Petre, F.G. Emmison, Tudor Secretary: Sir William Petre at court and home (Cambridge, 1961),
27-38
16 F.G. Emmison, Elizabethan life. Essex gentry wills (Essex County Council, Chelmsford, 1978)
17 Eugene F. Rice, Jr. with Anthony Grafton, The foundations o f early modern Europe, 1460-1559 (New
York & London, 1994), 89
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classical education held out the prospect of Christendom at peace with itself.18 For Smith,
this education was the impetus to his entire career.
This career began at Cambridge, with Smith’s talents as a classical scholar recognized
quickly. In 1530 he took his Bachelor o f Arts degree, and two years later his Master of
Art’s degree. This was followed by his appointment to a public readership in natural
philosophy, and in 1533 his appointment as Cambridge University Orator, an office ripe
with the sort o f rhetorical potential humanists craved.19 A palpable success in these roles,
in 1540 he was offered the newly created Regius chair of civil law at Cambridge, and one
o f the first duties o f office was to deliver a set of inaugural lectures. Standing before a
packed house of teachers and students, he explained the importance of a training in the
civil law code. A career in the civil law was, he argued, the ideal setting for a man to
polish the skills of rhetorical precision and elegance, skills any serious humanist was
obliged to perfect.20 In a way Smith was saying nothing new. In Utopia, Thomas More had
pointed out that ‘most o f the thinking and talking’ was done by the lawyer, George de
Theimsecke, and Plutarch made a point o f linking Cicero’s oratorical skills with his legal
training.21 Nevertheless, the fact that he was saying it in the capacity o f a Regius Professor
o f Civil Law, the Professorship itself a symbol of the spread of humanist learning at
Cambridge and the recognition of this learning by the crown, demonstrates quite clearly
how far humanism had come.

18 A. H. T. Levi, ‘The education’, in Erasmus (Vol. 27, 1986), 216
19 Dewar, Smith (1964), 12-13; Strype, Life, 13-14
20 Maitland, English law (1985), 9-10; R. J. Schoeck, ‘Rhetoric and law in sixteenth-century England’,
Studies in Philology, 50 (1953), 117-118; Stephen Alford, William Cecil and the British succession crisis,
1558-1569 (Cambridge, 1998), 20; Skinner, Reason and rhetoric, 85-86
21 Thomas More, Utopia, trans. Paul Turner (London, 1965), 37; Plutarch, The lives o f the noble
Grecians and Romans, the Dryden translation (Chicago, 1952), 704-723
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University appointments were not the only reward for Smith’s commitment to
humanist scholarship. During the course o f private lectures he was introduced to a number
of young men who would go on to make their names in royal service. Later in life Smith
returned to private tuition o f young Cambridge scholars, and Gabriel Harvey recalled how
he and Smith read ‘this decade of Livie together’.22 In the 1520s and 1530s, however, he
taught such rising stars as William Cecil and Roger Ascham in his Queen’s College rooms,
both o f whom were precociously talented, and in Cecil’s case, would come to patronize
Smith during the reigns of Edward VI and Elizabeth I.23 But these friendships were about
more than swapping favors. Joined by a common appreciation of humanist classical values,
these young Cambridge scholars indulged their humanist tastes in a contrived showdown
with the old guard of academic life. Known collectively as the ‘Athenians’, and led by
Smith and fellow Cambridge scholar John Cheke, they argued for the pronunciation of
Greek letters in what they held to be the classical manner.24 Linguistically, it was at best a
rather nit-picking and churlish struggle. Nonetheless, it was one in which a strong
corporate identity was shaped around a common cause.
The beating heart of this identity was humanism, for the ‘Athenians’ were convinced
that their values - those of humanism - were in the ascendancy. By 1533, in both England
and France, humanists had won royal favor, and at the universities the scholastics
appeared to be in retreat.25 At the same time, Protestants (and Catholics) were preaching
the need to revive the values o f the early (Roman) church. The ancient world and its
values were in vogue, and in such circumstances the ‘Athenians’ must have felt that

22 Virginia F. Stem, ‘The Bibliotheca of Gabriel Harvey’, Renaissance Quarterly, 25 (1) (1972), 5
23 Dewar, Smith (1964); Alford, Cecil, 16
24 Nauert, Humanism, 187
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history was on their side, that humanist values were set to found a new world order. Smith
certainly thought so, and the careers o f many in the ‘Athenian’ circle would seem to reflect
this confidence, not least that of William Cecil. Indeed, Stephen Alford has argued that a
learned appreciation o f civic virtue, and a providential understanding of the world, were
the twin motors powering a remarkably successful career.26 Out o f Cambridge, he has
argued, came men ready to shape the polity to their liking, hence the ease with which Cecil
drew up the now notorious succession ‘clause’ o f 1563.27
During the 1540s it was exactly these ties that began to pull Smith away from a
successful academic career. In 1543, he was made Vice Chancellor at Cambridge, in what
was to be his final appointment by the University authorities.28 In the preceding two years
he had traveled through Italy and France, picking up a law degree at the University of
Padua along the way.29 On his return in 1542 he began to write De Recta et Emendata
Linguae Anglicae Scriptone, Dialogus (The correct and proper pronunciation of the
English language, dialogues)in which he proposed the complete overhaul of the English
language, with an alphabet of nineteen Roman, four Greek, and six English letters.30
However, not even this burst o f scholarly activity could mask the reality of Smith’s
increased presence at the court of Henry VIII. Cambridge continued to be a factor in his
life, and even after Matthew Parker took over as Vice Chancellor, Bishop Stephen
Gardiner wrote to both men complaining that the men of Christ’s College had staged

25 On the complexities of this development in England, John Guy, Tudor England (Oxford, 1988), 15-20
26 Alford, Cecil, 1-42
27 Alford, Cecil, 111-119
28 Dewar, Smith, 23
29 Strype, Life, 18
30 Bror Danielsson is the modem editor of Smith’s works, Bror Danielsson (ed.), De Recta et Emendata
Linguae Anglicae Scriptone, Dialogus (Stockholm, 1983)
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raucous Greek drama, ‘a part of which tragedy is so pestiferous as were intolerable.’31 But
such letters were increasingly the exception, and by about 1545 Smith had gone as far as
he possibly could with his alma mater. Instead he turned his attention to royal service, the
prospect o f which was extremely enticing to a man desirous of wealth and influence. Thus
when Henry VIII expired in 1547, and Edward succeeded to the throne, Smith entered the
household o f Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford.32
This transition from scholar to servant of the crown marks a decisive shift in Smith’s
career as a humanist. Only towards the very end of his life (and to a limited extent during
the reign o f Mary), when out o f royal service for good, did he indulge in humanist
ventures lacking a clear political application. In this period between the completion of the
De Recta (1542), and the start of serious work on Hill Hall (1569), Smith turned the tools
of humanism towards shaping his career with the crown. The Discourse on the
Commonweal, the proposal for a revaluation of the currency, the plans for a college of
civil law, De Republica Anglorum, the colonization plans for Ireland, and the treatise on
the wages of a Roman foot-soldier: all of these were ideas and works grounded in
humanist principles and derived from humanist learning. Furthermore, that he chose to
lead the political life is indicative o f the strength of his humanism. This is what Englishmen
did who read Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero: knowledge empowered, and power was best
handled by men o f knowledge.33 As Smith’s career demonstrates, humanists could - if they
chose to - switch from purveyors of learning to advocates of action.

31 Correspondence o f Matthew Parker, D.D., Archbishop o f Canterbury, edited by John Bruce and the
Reverend Thomas Thomason Perowne (Cambridge, 1845), 20-21
32 Dewar, Smith, 24-25; Strype, Life, 29
33 Quentin Skinner, The foundations o f modern political thought, vol. 1 (1978), 216
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But because o f their very different natures, Smith’s mixture o f works may appear
disparate and unconnected. After all, Hill Hall was a house, De Republica Anglorum a
work o f legal and political theory; but there are links between them. The plans for a
college o f civil law were derived from classical principles, as was the proposed settlement
in Ireland. The Roman sources used to justify a re-evaluation of the currency were those
from which the treatise on the foot-soldier were culled. Equally, De Republica Anglorum rich with history and classical references - was as bold a humanist statement as the treatise
on the wages of a Roman foot-soldier was a playful use of a humanist education. O f
course, Smith’s humanism developed and changed. His Cambridge career was one
expression of humanism; the Discourse on the Commonweal another. Even so, an
appreciation o f the whole must not be lost amid these descriptions of change.
Losing sight of these connections has been a problem for Tudor historians, for which
the Victorians are partly to blame. Their willingness to carve the Tudor polity into
separate subject areas representing such issues as foreign policy, domestic policy, society,
and culture, apart from reflecting the priorities of their own society, left a legacy of
division in the historiography. In the 1950s, Conyers Read wrote a biography of William
Cecil that failed to explain Cecil’s humanist training and its importance to his later career.34
Similarly Geoffrey Elton, despite his mastery of Tudor sources, did not engage with the
cultural and educational aspects of Tudor political life.35 John Guy’s chronological

34 Among Read’s many works see especially his Mr. Secretary Cecil and Queen Elizabeth (New York,
1955), Lord Burghley and Queen Elizabeth (New York, 1960), The government o f England under
Elizabeth (Washington, Folger Shakespeare Library, 1960), and The Tudors: personalities and practical
politics in sixteenth century England (New York, 1936); for the counter-blast see Stephen Alford,
‘Reassessing William Cecil in the 1560s’ in John Guy (ed.), The Tudor monarchy (London, 1988),
35 The best examples of Elton’s works are his England under the Tudors (London and New York, 1991)
and Reform and Reformation: England, 1509-1558 (Cambridge, MA, 1977)
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narrative Tudor England went some way to rectifying this, and his treatment o f themes not simply dates and personalities - was departure from the approach o f Read and Elton.36
However, the pressure to split the polity continues, and Penry Williams - in the most
recent Oxford History o f the later Tudors - let division slip into his analysis, leaving art,
religion, and political life distant from one another.37 Only a study that weaves together
these themes can recover a more complete understanding of the character o f the Tudor
polity, for after the Break with Rome, England adopted the political vocabulary and forms
of classical humanism in order to emphasize its status as a Protestant nation under God.38
Religion, politics, art, and literature came together in this process. To separate them is to
negate entirely the culture that pervaded Henrician, Edwardian, and Elizabethan England.
This is why Mary Dewar - Smith’s twentieth century biographer - was seriously mistaken
in her belief that a biography of Smith could do without his literary works.39 Smith’s career
- like the Tudor period as a whole - cannot be defined by nineteenth and twentieth-century
standards or assumptions. To do so is anachronistic, and leaves gaps where there should
be none.
The aim of this study is two-fold. Its first objective is to connect Smith’s work during
the Edwardian period (in his case, the years 1547-1549) with his composition of De
Republica Anglorum and the ‘Dialogue on the Queen’s marriage’ during the early years of
Elizabeth I’s reign. There are good reasons for believing that there are important
connections between the often understated radicalism of Edward’s reign and the politics of
the 1560s (particularly the political disagreements between the Queen and her advisors),

36 See the contents page, Guy, Tudor, ix
37 See the contents pages of Perny Williams, The Later Tudors, 1547-1603 (Oxford, 1995), xi-xiv
38 John N. King, Tudor Royal iconography. Literature and art in an age o f religious crisis (1989), 17
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and thus an exploration of the intellectual origins of Smith’s two major works o f the
Elizabethan period provide a specific insight into these connections. The second goal of
this study is tease out those aspects of the classical humanist, republican, and Protestant
traditions that informed Smith’s work, and specifically how these diverse traditions
combined to inform his statements about the relationship of political power to the polity.
In De Republica Anglorum, for example, historians have to grapple with a work that
combines aspects o f a classical humanist, republican, Protestant, and peculiarly English
parliamentary tradition. Breaking down these different political languages into their
component parts, without losing sight of their combined identity, is the second ambition of
this study. Indeed, trying to understand the diversity, contradictions, and coherence of
Smith’s intellectual heritage and significance is the overarching aspiration of this study.

39 Dewar, Smith (1964), vi
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Chapter 1

‘De Republica Britannica9
Nicholas Canny identified De Republica Anglorum as Smith’s statement that England
had inherited the privileges and entitlements of ancient Rome, one of which was the right
to Empire.1 Certainly o f all Smith’s activities, his attempt to define the intellectual
underpinnings o f the English polity drew most deeply on his humanist training. But
although he wrote De Republica in the early 1560s, the roots of this theory can be traced
to the years 1547-1549. During this period, Smith was employed by Protector Somerset to
head a genealogical commission researching English claims to Scotland. What emerged
from the commission was a series of tracts exhorting Scots to recognize English claims to
rule over Scotland. And although the message was a familiar one, the contents o f the
message were decidedly unfamiliar. For during the course of its work, the commission
developed the concept of a British polity in which England and Scotland would be joined
in harmonious political union. To all intents and purposes this polity was an empire of the
British Isles, and the commission described it as such..2 Even so, this was not simply the
old missive o f English aggrandizement concealed by new language. The empire proposed
by the commission was to be grounded in common institutions and a common religion,
thus giving the impression that an equitable distribution of power between England and
Scotland would follow union. Moreover, the language used by the commission to describe

1 Nicholas P. Canny, The Elizabethan Conquest o f Ireland: a pattern established, 1565-76 (New York,
1976), 129
2 Roger A. Mason, ‘The Scottish Reformation and the origins of Anglo-British imperialism’, in Roger A.
Mason (ed.), Scots and Britons: Scottish political thought and the union o f 1603 (Cambridge, 1994), 170164; David Armitage, ‘Making the empire British: Scotland in the Atlantic world, 1542-1707’, Past &
Present, 155 (May, 1997), 35-36
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this new British polity differed so markedly from the feudal-imperial language of Henry
VIII and his predecessors as to be almost unrecognizable.
O f course England had a long - if not particularly distinguished - history of laying
claim to its Scottish, Welsh, and Irish neighbors. With varying degrees of success after the
Norman conquest, the majority o f English kings had tried to gain at least a semblance of
control in these territories. By far the most successful was Edward I (1272-1307). During
the course o f his reign, Edward shattered opposition to English rule in Wales, and for a
short time quelled the more rebellious elements of Scottish society.3 However, until
Elizabeth I’s reign, none of Edward’s royal successors was able to pacify the Scots or
Irish in the same way that he had pacified the Welsh. This not for wont o f effort. More
often than not though, English kings found their claim to France more attractive than what
Scotland or Ireland had to offer, and the pursuit o f this chimera distracted successive
monarchs, beginning with Edward III (1327-1377). Needless to say, Henry V was the
most focused in his pursuit of the French throne, and without question also the most
successful. Even so, the king who probably spent most money trying to realize this claim
was Henry VIII, and his reign both opened and closed with wars against France. The
effect o f these wars was to leave England isolated, the crown’s financial resources
seriously depleted, and the stock of Anglo-French mistrust and antipathy on the rise.4
When Henry died in 1547 the new government was required to make one of two
choices, either to press on with the late king’s policy or change direction. O f course, what
made these problems especially pertinent for Somerset and his circle o f advisors was
England’s new-found status as a Protestant nation. Sitting nervously on the mixed

3 Michael Prestwich, Edward I (Berkeley, 1988), 170-201 and 496-516
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religious inheritance o f the Henrician period, the new government wanted to increase the
tempo o f Protestant reform within England. But with Catholic France and Catholic
Scotland in alliance, the threat o f invasion could not be ruled out. And although
Protestants could (and did) celebrate the accession of Edward as the new Josiah, they
were aware o f the danger posed by the French and the Scots. So to subdue these fears of
invasion, Somerset moved quickly to assemble an army, and towards the end o f 1547 he
led it across the border and defeated the Scottish army at the Battle of Pinkie.5 At a stroke
this victory nullified the threat of an immediate Anglo-French attack. It did not, however,
settle the question of how this danger might be negated in the long-term. After all, if
Somerset and his Protestant circle were aware of anything it was just how long a complete
Reformation o f the English people would take. Thus, although Somerset’s victory
represented a step forward in resolving this problem, his invasion o f Scotland could only
be expected to achieve so much. The alternative was an attempt to unite the kingdoms of
England and Scotland. The Treaty of Greenwich (1543) had already made provisions for
Edward Tudor’s marriage to Mary Stuart, and Somerset undoubtedly hoped that a
marriage would be forthcoming were the terms of this treaty enforced. But he didn’t bank
on this eventuality, and contingencies were made for a possible legal and constitutional
settlement between England and Scotland - a settlement that, if anything, was designed to
make this union of the crowns more attractive for the Scots. It needed to be an appealing
settlement if the distinctly unattractive feudal claim of the English crown was to be erased
from the Scottish memory. The alternative Somerset offered was the prospect o f a more
equitable settlement: one that buttressed the union of the two crowns with a series o f legal

4 John Guy, Tudor England (Oxford, 1988), 207-210
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and constitutional rights, including the right of Scotland to become part of a British
parliament. Underwritten by a Protestant settlement in Scotland, this union would, at least
in theory, have ushered in an empire of England, Scotland, and Wales, or what Somerset’s
propaganda somewhat presciently called ‘Greate Briteigne’.
Naturally such high-minded talk about the possibilities o f Anglo-Scottish union was
really only o f any if Somerset could prove that such a settlement was politically viable and in the sixteenth century for something to be ‘politically viable’ it had to have an
historical precedent. Somerset could not simply appeal to a possible future settlement;
political discourse in early modern Europe was concerned with examples from the past,
with precedents rooted in tradition. For this reason Somerset had to prove that England
and Scotland rightfully belonged together, and that institutions had existed in the past to
service such a union. To this end, he gathered together a team of eight researchers, and
Smith, as a trusted member o f Somerset’s household and recognized scholar, was placed
in charge of this team.6 If the exercise began life as an expedient - a way of achieving the
larger goal of a Tudor-Stuart marriage - it soon took on a life of its own. Not only did the
research team manage to strengthen the argument for a union of the crowns, it also
provided good reasons why a parliamentary and ecclesiastical union should also be part of
a wider Anglo-Scottish settlement. By 1549, when the commission was broken-up by
Somerset’s fall from power, the histories of England and Scotland had been written in

5 Guy, Tudor, 201-202
6 Mary Dewar says that Smith was appointed to head the commission in the Spring of 1549. However, the
majority of the commission’s research had been published by the end of 1548, suggesting that Smith was
involved somewhat earlier - perhaps from the start of its work in 1547. Mary Dewar, Sir Thomas Smith: a
Tudor intellectual in office (London, 1964), 48. John King dates the involvement of Smith and Cecil to
1547. John N. King, English Reformation literature: the Tudor origins o f the Protestant tradition
(Princeton, 1982), 465.
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such a way as to make it look like their continued separation was a terrible aberration in
need of correction.
By the middle of the sixteenth century the precedents for such exercises in historical
research were plentiful. Maximilian I, the Holy Roman Emperor from 1493-1519, had
presided over the creation of a genealogy that rather fancifully connected his family, the
Habsburgs, with such Old Testament luminaries as Noah and Adam, numerous Roman
emperors, Charlemagne, and a bevy of mediaeval rulers.7 Francis I also made widespread
use o f humanists to glorify the Valois kings of France.8 Famously within the English
context, Henry VIII had sent a team of researchers into the archives in the hope o f finding
a reason to dispense with his marriage to Catherine of Aragon.9 Thus, Somerset’s desire
to uncover evidence for English claims to Scotland was not unusual. Unprecedented was
the use o f a team o f researchers to plunder archives for evidence that might justify a legalconstitutional union between England and Scotland. Common to the activities o f the
Habsburgs, Valois, and Tudors had been the desire for history that glorified monarchy;
history that legitimated the imperial and dynastic ambitions of Renaissance monarchy. By
contrast, the genealogical commission was using exactly the same techniques to justify a
union as much parliamentary and Protestant as it was royal. Arguably, had the commission
been initiated by Henry VIII, then its message

7 ‘Ein ganzer Gelehrtenstab befaJJte sich durch Jahrzehnte mit genealogischen Forschungen, die das
habsburgische Geschlecht einerseits von den alten Romen ableiteten, andereseits tiber die Franken,
Merowinger und Karolinger auf die alten Trojaner, auf Noah und die biblischen Erzvater zuriickfuhrten.’
Hermann Wiesflecker, Maximilian I: die Fundamente des habsburgischen Weltreiches (Mtinchen, 1991),
17. Also Marie Tanner, The last descendant o f Aeneas: the Hapsburgs and the mythic image o f the
emperor (New Haven, 1993)
8 R. J. Knecht; Renaissance warrior and patron: the reign o f Francis 1 (New York, 1994)
9 Guy, Tudor, 116-118. Also his ‘Thomas Cromwell and the intellectual origins of the Henrician
Reformation’, in Alister Fox and Guy (eds.), Reassessing the Henrician Age: humanism, politics and
reform, 1500-1550 (Oxford, 1996), 151-178
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would have been one of royal ‘imperium’, undiluted by either parliament or Protestantism.
Instead, the imperial pretensions of the royal supremacy were played down
by the commission in favor of an emphasis on Protestantism and parliament.
That there appears to have been so little tension between the commission’s work and
royal policy is, of course, explained by the fact that the genealogical team was part o f the
government, something that makes the commission’s work all the more remarkable.10
Although Tudor historians have tended to concentrate on the work of such Elizabethan
Protestant polemicists as John Foxe and John Bale, it is worth pointing out that these men
operated outside government channels, whereas the commission, despite the equally
strident Protestant tone o f its work, was part o f the government. Indeed, Foxe’s printer,
John Daye, worked for the Elizabethan regime by proxy - William Cecil and Archbishop
Matthew Parker supplying him with work.11 By contrast, the printer of the commission’s
work, Richard Grafton, also happened to be the king’s official printer,12 and during the
period 1547-1549 Grafton produced a combination of government proclamations and
religious works, most of them matching, if not exceeding, the zealous tone of Elizabethan
Protestant literature. Archbishop Thomas Cranmer’s Articles to be enquired o f the
minister, churchwardens..., the quintessential statement of clerical reform, was one of the
first works to be printed.13 Grafton also printed Coverdale’s Boke o f Psalm s,14 as well as

10 Roger Mason has a useful summary of the themes developed and sources used by the commission,
Mason, ‘The Scottish’, 170-178. See also Marcus Merriman, ‘James Henrisoun and “Great Britain”:
British Union and the Scottish Commonweal’, in Roger A. Mason (ed.), Scotland and England, 12861815 (Edinburgh, 1987), 85-112
11 John N. King, Reformation literature, 429-430
12 All the commission’s work was published by Grafton. It is not unreasonable to assume that Smith’s
appointment as ‘Clerc of the Counsail’ at the beginning of 1548 was related to his management of the
commission. Dale Hoak, The K ing’s council in the reign o f Edward VI (Cambridge, 1976), 271
13 STC 10148
14STC 2375.5
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many o f Robert Crowley’s didactic religious pamphlets;15 two authors at the vanguard of
the Protestant Reformation under Edward. Perhaps most importantly, Grafton handled the
printing o f the Edwardian Book o f Prayer, 16 the Protestant’s chief weapon in their assault
upon traditional religion.
The first major tract produced by the commission rolled off Grafton’s press in 1547.
James Harrison’s A n Exhortacion to the Scottes to conforme to union between England
and Scotland was, as the title implied, an appeal for Anglo-Scottish political unification.17
A lawyer by training, Harrison (or Henrisoun) was a Scot by birth, and had settled in
England in 1544.18 When he joined the commission is not known, nor who, or what,
brought Harrison to Somerset’s attention. However, we do know that the Exhortacion
appeared only a few days before Somerset’s invasion of Scotland, and as such may have
been an attempt to stir up Scottish support for Somerset’s action.19 Indeed, the argument
of the Exhortacion suggests a work carefully timed to coincide with Somerset’s military
maneuvers. Harrison began by urging his fellow Scots to recognize that a peaceful union
of England and Scotland would end the history o f bloodshed between the two countries.
He went on to suggest that this could be achieved within a union in which both England
and Scotland would be represented in parliament. However, he emphasized the fact that
any such union had to be one of mutual true (Protestant) believers. And in particularly
strident language, Harrison asserted boldly that Somerset had ‘Godly purposes’, and that

15 For example, STC 6087, and The voyce o f the laste trumpet blowen bi the seve[n]th^4wge/, STC 6094
16 STC 16268. This is but one reference to the many printing runs of the Prayer Book.
17 Harrison’s tracts is STC 12857. The first tract was Somerset’s own appeal to the Scots to submit to
English rule, STC 7811.
18 Mason, ‘Scottish Reformation’, 171-175; Merriman, ‘James Henrisoun’ in Mason (ed.), Scotland and
England, 85-112
19 John N. King, Reformation literature, 465
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nothing would be more amicable than if England and Scotland were to join ‘in the
concorde and unitie of one religio[n]’ 20
So as Somerset crossed from England into Scotland, Harrison made the case for a
Reformed British polity. Was Somerset also hoping to advance the progress of
Protestantism in Scotland? If the contents of the tracts that followed the Exhortacion are a
reliable guide to Somerset’s intentions, the answer is probably yes. The two most
important of these tracts were penned by Somerset and William Patten respectively.
Somerset’s work, the Epistle or exhortacion to peace ,21 was an appeal for an end to the
bad blood between Englishmen and Scotsmen. He argued that if the Scots could bring
themselves to become ‘Britaynes again’, then both nations could make ‘one Isle one
realme, in love, amitie, concorde, peace, and charitie’. And with a combination o f God
‘and havyng the sea for wall’, this union of Scots and English would not be ‘aflraied, of
any worldly or forrein power’.22 For William Patten, who had earlier served in Somerset’s
army of 1547, the Duke was a messenger from God delivered to the Scots in order to
show them the way to a strong religious and political union.23 In Patten’s opinion, an
Anglo-Scottish union would enable the Scots to dispel the last traces o f popish
superstition and find true religion in ‘common concorde’ with the English. Like the
commission’s other tracts, The expedicion into Scotland was careful to balance English
aims against the promise o f ‘felowship’, ‘not the mastership of you [i.e. the Scots]’.24

20 STC 12857
21 STC 22268. It is probable that either Harrison or Smith, or both together, ghost wrote this work.
22 Quoted in Mason, ‘Scottish Reformation’, 174-175
23 STC 19476.5
24 Mason, ‘Scottish Reformation’, 176-178
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The idea that the Scots had to be enticed into union, rather than bullied into accepting
English proposals, informed all of the tracts produced by the commission. This was
certainly true o f Smith’s An epitome o f the title that the K ing’s Majesty o f England hath
to the sovereignty o f Scotland?5 which trod a similarly delicate path between English
imperialism and the desire not to scare off potential Scottish supporters. Thanks to Odet
de Selve, the French ambassador to Edward’s court, we know that Smith’s contribution to
the Scottish publication campaign appeared at some stage during 1548.26 And after
Harrison’s lengthy and wide-ranging Exhortacion, the equally verbose Epitome was the
second major work o f the commission; and in many respects the Epitome was a
continuation of the Exhortacion. Like Harrison, Smith also worked from the premise that
Scotland did not owe its loyalty directly to England but rather because ‘this realm now
called Engla[n]de [is] the onely supreme seat of the[em]pire of greate Briteigne’.27 He also
echoed Harrison’s assertion that because Scots and English shared the ‘the same tounge,
lawe, and language’,28 the English were justly trying to ‘perswade them [the Scots] to
concorde’.29 In fact, to read the Exhortacion and the Epitome together is to be struck by
the similarity between the two works. Both authors cite ties of geography and language.
Both authors also claim that the English and Scots are joined by blood. In fact Harrison
suggested that the ‘blood of the Britons has not been diluted by successive invasions
which as that of Roman blood has not been diluted by successive invasions of Italy’.30

25 All references and quotations that follow are given as folio numbers from my own transcription. STC
3196.
26 Correspondence de Odet de Selve 1546-1549, ed. Lefevre-Pontalis (Paris, 1888), 461; King, English
Reformation literature, 467
27 STC 3196, f. 6
28 STC 12857
29 STC 3196, f. 59
30 STC 12587
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Using this premise, Smith went a stage further and argued that both nations are o f one
family (i.e. a British family), and this family demanded the loyalty o f all its members.
Consequently, he wondered how long the Scots would ‘remaine rebellious children’, set
apart from the mother country, and without ‘y[the] love that Plato and Cicero require in
you to be borne to me your countrey?’31
Blood, geography, and language were not the only ingredients in Harrison’s and
Smith’s recipe for a British polity. Both authors also made the case for a Protestant union.
Without doubt the emphasis on religion reflected, firstly, the authors own sentiments, and
secondly, the zealously Protestant environment of the Protectorate. As Roger Mason has
argued, Protestantism became the driving force behind imperial literature during the period
1547-1549,32 and both Harrison and Smith argued that peace between the two nations had
to follow Protestantism, or as Smith put it, ‘godly condicions o f peace’.33 Indeed, most of
the commission’s authors laid great stress on the connection between Protestantism and
peace. Smith suggested that only a Protestant union ‘bringeth wealthfull securitie to your
selfes [i.e. the Scots], your wyves, children, your goodes, and all your posteritie’.34
Harrison stated ‘howe godly were it, y1[if) as these two Realmes should grow into one’.35
These sentiments must be seen and understood within the context of the commission’s
plans for the transfer o f English ecclesiastical authority to Scotland. In the Epitome Smith
pointed out that ‘Alexander bishop of Rome supposed to have generall jurisdiccion,

31 STC 3196, f. 59
32 Roger A. Mason, ‘The Scottish Reformation and the origins of Anglo-British imperialism’, in Mason
(ed.), Scots and Britons (Cambridge, 1994), 170
33 STC 3196, f. 59
34 Ibid., f. 60
35 STC 12587
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conferred the whole clergy of Scotlande accordynge to the olde lawes’.36 However, those
Scots like John Knox who favored Anglo-Scottish union were deeply suspicious o f the
ecclesiastical dimension to English imperial plans. Knox in particular saw the Church of
England as a rather watered down form of Protestantism, and was not keen to embrace
anything less than a Calvinist ecclesiastical polity. So perhaps even if the English had
succeeded in absorbing the Scottish church into its English equivalent, Scottish
Protestants would have resisted rule from the Archbishoprics of Canterbury and York.37
What the Scottish reaction to a parliamentary settlement would have been is harder to
determine. But together with a union of the English and Scottish crowns and churches, the
commission also proposed to bring Scotland within the political purview o f the English
parliament. The emphasis on parliament is less easily explained than the attention given to
a royal and Protestant union. However, the suspicion must be that like Protestantism, the
importance o f parliament as an institution and instrument of state grew between the years
t

1547 and 1549 to a point where it was regarded as an indispensable aspect of any
settlement. After all, if the Reformation in Scotland was introduced through, as it were,
the back-door of union, then parliamentary statute - the dynamic of Reformation in
England - would have to play a part in this process. Consequently, in Harrison’s and
Smith’s systems of empire, parliament occupied an important position. For both authors,
parliament would not only act as the forum in which the laws of England and Scotland
would be made jointly, it would also be the means by which the British polity would attain
ever closer union. Smith, boasting of the fact that he had ‘studied a great while the lawes

36 STC 3196, f. 42
37 Mason, ‘The Scottish Reformation’, 182-183
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o f this realme’,38 argued that ‘from time to tyme synce y[the] beginnyng the Scottes
received and obeyed the olde lawes and customes of this realme, mooste o f which remaine
among theim to this day.’39 And these iaw es and
customes’, confirmed by ‘solempne acte o f Parliament’, also underwrote the English claim
to Scotland, a claim ‘againste whiche neither lawe [i.e. the Scot’s own laws] nor reason
can enhable theim to prescribe.’40 For Harrison, parliament was a stepping-stone to union,
a means o f re-creating the British polity. He argued that because parliament had passed
the Act in Restraint of Appeals, granting the English crown the right to empire within the
British Isles, so the time was ripe for a reconstitution of the British monarchy.41 He also
suggested that parliamentary rule would ensure union with equality, not English
superiority.42
To construct these arguments, Harrison and Smith made use o f the same sources when
they composed the Exhortacion and the Epitome, and apart from being political tracts,
both works also contained detailed histories of England and Scotland. These histories
traced the descent of the British crown since the time of its supposed establishment by
Brutus. The main source for this exercise was Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum
Britanniae 43 Published at some point between 1135 and 1139, the Historia purported to
describe the history of the British Isles from the landing of Brutus, the great-grandson of
Aeneas, to the conquests of King Arthur. As such, the Historia finished somewhat early

38 STC 3196, f. 55
39 Ibid., f. 52
40 Ibid., f. 52
41 Mason, ‘Scottish’, 173
42 STC 12587
43 Geoffrey of Monmouth, The historia regum Britannie o f Geoffrey o f Monmouth. V. Gesta Regum
Britannie, edited and translated by Neil Wright (Cambridge, 1991). David Armitage provides a useful
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for the purposes of Harrison and Smith, and they were left to fill in the centuries after
Arthur’s death with material from elsewhere. However, it contained enough information
to sustain the claim that Brutus had established an empire over the British Isles. This was
important for two reasons. Firstly, because Brutus was as a descendant of Aeneas, he
associated Britain with the founder of Rome and all that was implied by such a connection.
Secondly, since Brutus had claimed the whole o f the British Isles, and in Smith’s words
called his new found patrimony ‘Briteigne’ (from Bpuxaiv, or the land of Brutus), the
four nations o f the British Isles were properly part of a British political and territorial unit.
The Historia also validated the idea that Parliament, or meetings of kings, nobles, clergy,
and commons, had traditionally played a role in governing this empire. Unlike the
connection between Brutus and the foundation o f ‘Briteigne’, in many ways the important
role of parliament in British history was the hidden message of the Historia. So for
anybody willing to advocate the need for a parliamentary dimension to empire, the
Historia contained sufficient evidence to support their case. For example, Elidirus
‘assumes the reins of power for a second time with the approval of the British people’;44
‘Nobles, commoners and clergy transfer their allegiance to Vortimer and place upon his
head the crown of his rejected father [the father that the self-same nobles, commoners, and
clergy had just rejected!]’;45 ‘the British assemble and judge Arthur worthy of his father’s
crown’;46 and ‘the British elect as their king Cadvanus’.47

discussion of Empire in his ‘Literature and Empire’, in Nicholas Canny (ed.), The Oxford history o f the
British empire. Vol. 1: the origins o f empire (Oxford, OUP, 1998), 113-114
44 Geoffrey, The historia, 71
45 Ibid., 135
* Ibid., I l l
47 Ibid., 255
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The Historia was not the only source Smith used, and he was also careful to employ
evidence that would have been familiar to his contemporaries. An example of this was his
identification o f the ‘round Temple of sone’, not ‘farre from Carron’, which according to
Smith was the site o f Julius Caesar’s defeat of the Pichtes, and ‘thereof remaineth to this
daie’.48 This passage cleverly linked the past with the present, reinforcing the impression as o f course was the entire aim of the genealogical commission - that historical precedent
mattered. He was equally adept, not to mention somewhat merciless, in his handling of
foreign and Scottish authors, culling from each passages that supported English claims. He
may have been helped in this work by the contents of a library which suggest a serious
interest in history. His shelves contained at least 104 works of history (or historiographi),
ranging from works by the ancient authors Herodotus and Thucididyes, to texts by
relatively recent authors like Suetonius and Polydore Vergil.49 It should therefore not be
surprising that his manipulation of historical evidence in the Epitome was both subtle and
persuasive. Thus, he pointed that ‘this realme tooke [the] name o f Briteigne the greate,
which name by consent o f forein writers, it kepeth this daie.’50 He also claimed that
Scottish chroniclers proved the disloyalty and ‘false hart’ of the Scottish kings, and that
‘all the wise writers o f your owne nacion lament the wickednes of your clergie and
condemne their vicious and prophane lives’.51 And should the Scots have forgotten
English military superiority, Smith reminded his readers of those Scottish chroniclers who
wrote about the ‘battaill the Scottes confesse to have lost more people [in]’.52

48 STC 3196, f. 15
49 John Strype, The life o f Sir Thomas Smith (New York, 1974), 275-277
50 STC 3196, f. 20
51 Ibid., f. 57
52 Ibid., f. 31
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However, it is the substance of Smith’s argument (and for that matter, Harrison’s)
rather than its style that is the most important aspect of these tracts. As the commission
described it, the idea o f a British polity represented a shift in English thinking about
Anglo-Scottish relations. Indeed, the idea o f ‘Briteigne’, a territorial unit that was greater
than the sum o f its national parts, was fresh to what, by the end o f Henry VHI’s reign, had
become a rather stale Anglo-Scottish discourse. Placed within this context of s changing
dialogue, the promise of a peaceful union seems to have been the carrot to Somerset’s
military stick. War did not, as both Harrison and Smith pointed out, have to be the
distinguishing characteristic of relations between England and Scotland. Smith argued that
nature had granted man the ability to choose between good and evil, and should the Scots
refuse England’s offer of amity they would forever be guilty of choosing an evil course of
action. The alternative he offered the Scots was the suggestion that they ought to return to
the their rightful home, for ‘lyke as the dignities o f the Roman Empire follow the state of
Rome’,

53

•

so England’s claim to Scotland was based on its inheritance o f the laws and

privileges of the British empire. But what was novel about this approach was Smith’s
insistence that the British polity ought to be governed by Parliament. He did not simply
repeat the well-worn cant of English imperialism. Rather, he advanced a plan that offered
Scots a political role within a British union.
When he wrote De Republica Anglorum in the 1560s, Smith would pursue the same
themes o f parliamentary sovereignty, not least the idea that England had inherited the
Roman right of empire.54 However, as early as the period 1547-1549 it is clear that he was
experimenting with ideas about how the royal supremacy, which under Henry VIII had

53 Sir Thomas Smith, De Republica Anglorum, edited by Maiy Dewar (Cambridge, 1982),
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given the English crown an ‘imperial jurisdiction’ in law, could be managed by Parliament,
and thus be the basis for an empire. As such, the genealogical commission may be the best,
if not the only, guide to how Somerset conceived of exercising the royal supremacy. In
fact, the commission may explain how and why, in John Guy’s words, the Edwardian royal
supremacy became a Trojan horse for Protestantism.55 What is more, because the
commission sought to establish English claims over Scotland, we may be able to extend
Guy’s analogy and suggest that the horse contained Greeks with dreams o f empire
inseparable from their commitment to Protestantism. But whatever the Somerset regime
was thinking, it is clear that the plans drawn up by the commission represented an almost
complete reversal of Henry VHI’s dream o f ‘imperium’, and in particular his desire to
assert the English crown’s feudal title to Scotland. In Somerset’s hands, the royal
supremacy was used to further Protestantism, and the imperial agenda outlined by the
genealogical commission was as distant from the Henrician and Elizabethan dreams of
imperial Renaissance monarchy as it was possible to be. So if the first stirrings o f Patrick
Collinson’s ‘monarchical republic’ are to be found anywhere, they are to be located in the
first years o f Edward V i’s reign. And if Smith’s De Republica Anglorum had an
intellectual antecedent, it was the genealogical commission’s plan for ‘De Republica
Britannica’.

54 See below, chap. 3, 56
55 John Guy, ‘Tudor monarchy and its critiques’, in Guy (ed.), The Tudor Monarchy (New York, 1997),
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Chapter 2

De Republica Anglorum I: Or, counseling a Queen
To an individual like Smith, schooled in the traditions and precepts o f classical history,
the ways in which political power was exercised by the politically powerful was one o f the
fundamental problems men were expected to tackle. Smith’s study of the classics had
revealed to him a world in which arguments about the forms and duties of governments,
and such concepts as the well-being of the citizenry, were major issues. Of course what
had opened this world to Smith and his contemporaries was the Renaissance interest in the
antique: Cicero, Quintillion, Aristotle, and Plato, among others, were read by humanist
scholars who found in such writers ideas that pertained to the present. During the
fifteenth-century, when the Renaissance was still a largely Italian affair, classical
scholarship found its way into the courts of such great families as the Medici, and here it
served to glorify these.1 It did not take long for other European dynasties to emulate the
Medici in this regard. By the middle of the sixteenth-century, the Habsburgs, the Valois,
and the Tudors had all started to craft their public image, and perhaps even their private
image, by borrowing from this store of humanist-classical ideas. When we look at a
Holbein painting o f Henry VIII, or a Titian of Charles V, we are also looking at the self
consciously contrived image o f authority that each o f these rulers had plundered from the
ancient world.2

1 For the Medici see Edward L. Goldberg, After Vasari: history, art, and patronage in late Medici
Florence (Princeton, 1988)
2 For Henry VIIFs image, Roy Strong, The Tudor Monarchy: pageantry, painting, iconography
(Woodbridge, 1995). For Charles V, Marie Tanner, The last descendant o f Aeneas (New Haven, 1993),
113-114
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There was, however, another use for the humanist-classical vernacular, and it was one
that employed exactly the same materials to challenge the grandiose visions o f empire and
desire for dynastic grandeur o f Habsburg, Tudor, and Valois kings. Implicit in works such
as Plato’s Republic, Aristotle’s Politics, and Cicero’s De Officis was the idea that power
could not simply be left to the powerful, or that the intentions o f the powerful be left
undefined or undetermined by philosophers and statesmen. Plato argued that power could
only be exercised properly (by which he meant exercised in the best interests of the
republic, or city-state) if philosophers were employed to oversee government.3 Cicero,
who like Plato was writing at a time of immense political uncertainty, said a similar thing
in De Officis when he urged rulers to receive counsel from the wiser amongst the ruled,
for only then would virtue (the highest ideal of public life as far as Cicero was concerned)
be attained.4 But whatever the solutions each of these classical authors proposed, of far
more significance is the nature of their questions about power. By providing humanist
scholars with a series o f conceptual ground rules for debating how power might be used,
the ancients opened a window into a world of counter-arguments, o f reasons why
Renaissance monarchy and doctrines of ‘imperium’ needed to be challenged. For
Renaissance monarchs, classical writers appeared to question the values upon which
Habsburgs, Tudors, and Valois kings were trying to shape their self-image, and the
political form of their patrimonies.
This process of questioning the philosophical and intellectual underpinnings of
Renaissance monarchy reached its peak in the sixteenth century. During this period the
right exercise of power was the source of endless debate and significant controversy. In

3 Plato, The Republic, trans. Desmond Lee (London, 1987)
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England, Sir Thomas More was sentenced to death because he believed that the royal
supremacy, were it simply to allow Henry to wage more wars at the expense o f the
common good, was an improper use of power.5 However, he was followed by a series of
humanist authors who, like Thomas Elyot, Thomas Starkey, and Reginald Pole, wrote at
length about the need for a monarch (they all had Henry VIII in mind when they penned
their works) to receive counsel from educated men such as themselves.6 Elyot in particular
made much of the relationship between good counsel and political virtue, ideas which he
expressed in his Book named the governor - a work itself heavily dependent on
Castiglione’s Cortegiano1 O f course counsel could come in a number o f different guises,
and the precise nature of political virtue depended very much on the opinion, location, and
circumstance of the governor and the governed. There was certainly a disparity between
what More and Elyot believed constituted political virtue and what Castiliogne’s fellow
Italian, Machiavelli, proposed. Machiavelli talked at length about the relationship between
classical humanist values, power, and the pursuit o f virtue in both The Prince and the
Discourses on Livy. But unlike More and Elyot, he concluded that the virtuous prince was
the one who, in Quentin Skinner’s words, could ‘withstand the blows o f Fortune, to
attract the goddess’s favour, and to rise in consequence to the heights o f princely fame,
winning honour and glory for himself and security for his government.’8 O f itself, this was
not controversial. But where Machiavelli differed from the vast majority of his
4 Marcus Tullus Cicero, De Officis, trans. William Guthrie (London, 1820)
5 For this interpretation of More’s motives, Peter Ackroyd, The life o f Thomas More (London, 1998), 348.
For a different interpretation, Richard Marius, Thomas More: a biography (New York, 1984), 615
6 Stanford E. Lehmberg, ‘English Humanists, the Reformation, and the Problem of Counsel’, Archiv fur
Reformationsgeschichte, 52 (1962), 74-91
7 Stanford E. Lehmberg, Sir Thomas Elyot: Tudor humanist (Austin, 1960) 74-75 and 80-81; Peter Burke,
The fortunes o f the courtier: the European reception o f Castiglione’s courtier (Pennsylvania, 1996), 8687
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contemporaries was in his rejection o f the idea that the prince had to use moral methods to
achieve his desired ends, and if these ends meant knowing ‘how to colour one’s actions
and to be a great liar and deceiver,’ so be i t 9
O f course Machiavelli’s readers did not have to accept his arguments in order to
realize that the Florentine, like Erasmus and More, was asking fundamental questions of
the uses o f political power. By reviving the debates of the ancients, humanist writers
stumbled upon a formidable series of discourses that questioned over-mighty rulers and
the classical precepts they used to justify what their critics thought o f as over-mighty rule.
It goes without saying that justifications for opposing the crown had been, since the
signing o f the Magna Carta in 1215, part o f English political life; indeed, two kings,
Edward II and Richard II, were deposed by groups of barons unhappy with the conduct of
the king. As such, anti-monarchical, or anti-tyrannical classical-humanist offered nothing
new. But in England, the traditions o f baronial opposition to the crown were incapable of
answering the centralizing tendencies of the Tudor monarchy. After 1485 the structural re
organization o f the English monarchical state led to a major increase in the power o f the
crown, and although it is commonplace to identify the brash and expensive Henry VIII as
the epitomy o f Renaissance monarchy, in reality his father, Henry VII, laid the ground
work for the creation of a Renaissance crown.10 Even so, Henry VIII absorbed the

8 Quentin Skinner, Machiavelli (New York, 1981), 35
9 Niccolo Machiavelii, The Prince, trans. George Bull (London, 1995), 55
10 Richard Hoyle, ‘War and public finance’, in Diarmaid MacCulloch (ed.), The reign o f Henry VIII:
politics, policy and piety (New York, 1995), 76
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classical language of empire, and his assumption of the title rex est imperator was, in
theory if not in practice, the high-water mark o f English Renaissance monarchy.11
The break with Rome, but more especially the adoption o f the royal supremacy,
politicized English classical-humanist discourse, and in many ways, the history o f English
political life after the break with Rome was an attempt to prevent a retrenchment o f royal
power. For the 1530s, John Guy has hinted at the possibility that Thomas Cromwell, so
long regarded as Henry’s stalwart bureaucrat,12 actually worked clandestinely to restrain
the king’s worst power-hungry impulses.13 Certainly many of Cromwell’s contemporaries
shared the minister’s concern about a monarch too easily swayed by notions o f ‘imperium’
or desirous o f battlefield glory. Thomas Elyot, Christopher St. German, and most
famously, Thomas More, each advanced reasons why the royal supremacy needed to be
checked either by counsel at court or discussion in Parliament. However, the only
intellectual creed that threatened to tame the royal supremacy was the same force the royal
supremacy itself released: Protestantism.
Protestantism and classical humanism became irrevocably linked in the reign o f
Edward VI, and although Smith’s career was disrupted by Somerset’s fall in 1549,
because his involvement in government spanned the period 1547-1577, he acts as a guide
to the longer-term fate o f this aspect of Edwardian political culture. Already by 1549
Smith had debated the uses and abuses of royal power in his Discourse o f the

11 John Guy, ‘Tudor monarchy and its critiques’, in Guy (ed.), The Tudor Monarchy (New York, 1997),
82-83
12 For the quintessential Elton view of Cromwell, G. R Elton, Reform and renewal: Thomas Cromwell
and the common weal (Cambridge, 1973), 158-166
13 John Guy, ‘Thomas Cromwell and the intellectual origins of the Henrician Reformation’ in Alister Fox
and Guy (eds.), Reassessing the Henrician Age: humanism, politics and reform, 1500-1550 (Oxford,
1996), 169
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Commonweal o f this realm o f England. Implicit in his proposed solutions to the economic
and social problems o f the day was the idea that the crown ought to act with the best
interests o f the polity in mind. This included ensuring that educated men were available to
govern,14 not demanding money for war when the realm faced financial difficulty,15 and crucially - ensuring that religious (i.e. Protestant) reform was completed.16 Turning his
astute eye on the Discourse, Sir Geoffrey Elton argued that although Smith’s work was
not unique for its time (by way o f comparison he pointed to the work o f John Hales,
Thomas Lever, Hugh Latimer, and Robert Crowley), he believed the Discourse to be the
‘most balanced and penetrating’ of all the commonwealth writings that circulated during
the Somerset regime. He went on to suggest that this group o f commonwealth writers, but
primarily Smith, may have formed a link between Thomas Cromwell’s circle, the
Protectorate, and the early Elizabethan regime. After all, he noted, William Cecil owned a
copy of the Discourse, and both he and Smith ‘were products o f that Cambridge in which
Cromwell had found many recruits for his administration and which he had endeavored to
turn into a nursery for servants of the state.’17
Pursuit o f this connection necessitates an understanding of the environment in which
the ideas o f commonwealth were circulating. Until further studies o f Edward V i’s reign
are completed we will not have a complete picture of the period 1547-1553. However,
using the Protestant literature o f Edward’s reign, John N. King has argued persuasively

14 Sir Thomas Smith, A discourse o f the commonweal o f this realm o f England, edited by Mary Dewar
(Charlottesville, 1969), 28-30
15 Ibid., 34-37
16 Ibid., 128-137
17 G. R. Elton, ‘Reform and the “commonwealth-men” of Edward V i’s reign’, in Peter Clark, Alan G. R.
Smith, and Nicholas Tyacke (eds.), The English Commonwealth, 1547-1640: essays in politics and society
(New York, 1979), 23-38
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that we must re-think the impact o f this period on the psyche of its leading Protestant
reformers. Indeed he has suggested that the English Protestant tradition, something
historians usually associate with the Elizabethan period, was actually put in motion during
the reign o f Edward VI.18 The sheer intensity and volume o f Protestant propaganda
surrounding Edward certainly supports this assertion. At Edward’s coronation in Febraury
1547, Thomas Cranmer stated ‘Your majesty is God’s vice-gerent and Christ’s vicar
within your own dominions, and to see, with your predecessor Josiah, God truly
worshipped, and idolatry destroyed, the tyranny of the Bishops of Rome banished from
your subjects, and images removed.’19 With characteristic zeal, the London printer John
Daye developed an image of Edward as Protestant reformer and imperial figurehead,
merging the two traditions in what would, by 1553, be a familiar device.20 Robert
Crowley, one o f the polemicists associated with Somerset’s regime, compared Edward
with Edward III, the supposed defender o f John Wycliffe and the last king to allow free
circulation o f the English Bible:
‘King Edward the .iii. did Wicklife defend
Wherebi he did florish in Oxford long while
But Richard the .ii. King did something bend
To papists bi whom Wicklife was in exile.’21

Significantly, contemporaries were not oblivious to these changes, and as Diarmaid
MacCulloch has noted, Thomas Cranmer celebrated the transition from Henry to Edward
by growing a beard - leaving the clean-shaven tradition of the Catholic priesthood behind
18 John N. King, English Reformation literature: the Tudor origins o f the Protestant tradition (Princeton,
1982), 455-456
19 Quoted in Diarmaid MacCulloch, Thomas Cranmer: a life (New Haven, 1996), 349
20 Dale Hoak, ‘The iconography of the crown imperial’, in Hoak (ed.), Tudor political culture
(Cambridge, 1995), 89
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in the process.22 But the greatest contribution Cranmer and his Protestant allies made to
Edwardian political culture was to harness this emerging Protestant-imperial vernacular to
the Tudor state. As a result o f this work the nature of the relationship between the crown
and the polity changed. Protector Somerset established an agenda for government that
speeded up the pace o f religious reform,23 and many around the king, including
Smith, felt that the door now lay open to making royal policy and the Protestant interest
synonymous. What this circle envisaged was a religious transfusion, during which
Catholicism would be drained from English veins and Protestantism introduced. O f course
nobody imagined that this would be easy, or that the body politic could be re-constituted
overnight. But propaganda was a first step along this road, and the Protestants at court,
under Protector Somerset’s direction, linked the actions of king and the interests of
country in a revolutionary new way.24 It also did not mean that England was Protestant by
1553. But intellectually, perhaps even psychologically, the legacy o f Edward’s reign, and
the Protestant attempts to cohere King and Reformation, were profound. In the minds of
many, and certainly many that mattered politically cum 1558, Protestantism and the health
of the polity were an axiom.25 Indeed it is only possible to understand why Protestant
denunciations o f Mary I were so fierce by first appreciating what has been called the
‘Edwardian moment’.26 Aside from the fact that Mary’s personal faith offended English

21 Quoted in John N. King, English Reformation Literature (Princeton, 1982), 162-163
22 MacCulloch, Cranmer, 361
23 Hoak, The reign o f Edward VI, (forthcoming, Longman) ch. 5
24 This is John King’s interpretation, John N. King, Tudor royal iconography: literature and art in an age
o f religious crisis (Princeton, 1989), 90-104
25 Stephen Alford, The early Elizabethan polity: William Cecil and the British succession crisis, 15581559 (Cambridge, 1998), 26-28
26 Roger A. Mason, ‘The Scottish Reformation and the origins of Anglo-British imperialism’, in Mason
(ed.) Scots and Britons: Scottish political thought and the union o f 1603 (Cambridge, 1994), 170
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Protestants, it was assumed, because of what had happened during the Edwardian years,
that Catholicism was inherently bad for the polity.
The endurance o f the Edwardian tradition was reflected in the introduction o f the Act
o f Settlement (1559). An attempt to re-make the Edwardian Protestant polity, the effect of
this legislation was to return England to Protestantism after six years of Marian
Catholicism. Since 1553 many had waited for the opportunity to finish the Reformation
inaugurated by the Prayer Book o f 1549.27 An important lesson had been learned during
Edward’s reign about the need to secure a durable line o f royal succession,28 and Cecil, as
the effective head o f Elizabeth’s government, knew that without guaranteed royal support
over the long-term, the English Reformation would not necessarily rid England of
Catholicism. So in the hope of averting a succession crisis like that of 1553, Cecil set
himself the task o f counseling the queen on a resolution o f the issues at stake. In a series
of private memoranda addressed to Elizabeth, he balanced the needs o f the polity against
the privileges of the crown. As Stephen Alford has shown, Cecil did this by drawing on
those aspects of his classical humanist training suited to the careful delineation of a
political problem, what Quentin Skinner has identified as the Tudor rhetorician’s art of
proposing or defending every aspect of an argument.29
The fruit of this labor was the succession clause of 1563, an audacious document that
proposed conciliar rule in the advent of Elizabeth’s death.30 But despite the fact that it
derived its impetus from a series of classical humanist and republican values, the clause

27 Guy, Tudor, 258-264
28 Patrick Collinson, ‘The monarchical republic of Queen Elizabeth I’, in his Elizabethan Essays (London,
1994), 51-52
29 Quentin Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy o f Hobbes (Cambridge, 1996), 52
30 For a transcription of the ‘clause’, Alford, Elizabethan, 229-232
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was little more than an attempt to ensure that the Protestant Act o f Settlement (1559)
survived the death o f the Queen. Smith certainly shared Cecil’s assumption that the
Elizabethan revival would be worth nothing if the issue of the succession was not settled
in the Protestant’s favor. He also assumed that the reception o f counsel was a necessary
part o f a monarch’s duties, not least so as to ensure that the monarch acted in the best
interests o f the commonwealth. Such counsel was, of course, not new to the Tudor
period, and both Smith and Cecil drew on traditions of counsel that went back to the
Henrician period. In the 1530s Sir Thomas Elyot had written that ‘The end o f all doctrine
and study is good counsel.. .wherein virtue may be found’.31 Arguably, Elyot’s
contemporary, Thomas Cromwell, used such principles o f counsel to restrain the worst
excesses o f Henry VTII’s post-Reformation ‘imperial’ kingship .32 However, the nature of
this problem was very different by the late 1540s, different even from the decade of
Cromwell’s ascendancy. The fusion o f the Reformation and the supposed ‘national’
interest under Edward VI had created in the minds of men like Smith and Cecil a polity
that necessitated the support of a zealously Protestant monarch. This was the conceptual
polity that Sir Geoffrey Elton thought might connect the intellectual climate of the
Edwardian regime with that of the 1560s.33 It was also the polity Smith described in the
early 1560s and which, by extension, was the polity that the counsel o f Cecil and others
was designed to defend.
To put it another way, De Republica Anglorum was the continuation of the
commonwealth agenda by different means. Recently, Dale Hoak (perhaps anticipating

31 John Guy, ‘The rhetoric of counsel in early modem England’, in Dale Hoak (ed.), Tudor political
culture (Cambridge, 1995), 293
32 John Guy, ‘Thomas Cromwell and the intellectual origins of the Henrician revolution’, 169
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what his late mentor might have said) has identified De Republica as ‘what Smith
remembered o f the parliamentary political realities of King Edward’s years’.34 And in a
certain sense he is right, because Smith did say that he wrote ‘only as much as was
supplied by my memory’, and thus that ‘those parts that are imperfect I shall be able to
complete at my leisure when I have returned home.’35 However, it ought to be implicit in
this statement that the realities of the Edwardian regime were extraordinary; consequently
Smith’s memory of how the country was governed would have been extraordinary by the
1560s. Therefore De Republica was not, as has commonly been supposed, merely a
description o f the government as it existed at the time Smith was writing, or as Mary
Dewar put it, a work ‘basically descriptive rather than analytical or critical’ 36 De
Republica was a deeply political work, and in the charged environment of the 1560s
Smith’s vision of the commonwealth was very different from that Elizabeth believed the
royal supremacy entitled her to govern.
The strength of Smith’s commonwealth theory was its inherent conservatism. Unlike
the proponents o f parliamentary right during the English Civil Wars, Smith did not suggest
that parliament was entitled to new powers. Rather he simply stressed the long-held idea
that parliament possessed the necessary authority to involve itself in the management of
royal power. The author Smith drew on most freely on to support this case was Sir John
Fortescue. Writing in the 1460s, Fortescue had argued that England was a dominium

33 See footnote 17 above.
341 am grateful to Professor Dale E. Hoak for a copy of the paper he delivered to the North American
Conference on British Studies, Colorado Springs, 18 October 1998, and which supplies this reference:
‘Parliament and the Political Culture of Protestant Kingship’, 1547-87: John Hales, Robert Beale, and
Francis Alford on the Tudor succession’.
35 Sir Thomas Smith, De Republica Anglorum, edited by L. Alston with a preface by F. W. Maitland
(Cambridge, 1906), xiv
36 De republica Anglorum by Sir Thomas Smith, edited by Mary Dewar (Cambridge, 1982), 2
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politicum et regale, implying that the power of monarchy ran through parliament. In
parliament the reigning monarch received counsel, and for this reason power was
exercised in accordance with the best interests of the nation.37 In the 1530s these ideas re
surfaced in the work of, among others, Thomas Starkey and Christopher St. German.
Both authors wrote at a time when there was considerable concern, expressed
most famously, and fatally, by Thomas More, about what Henry VIII might do with his
new-found status as rex est imperator. Starkey, who had studied at the universities of
Oxford and Padua, came straight out of the conciliar tradition, and his A Dialogue
between Reginald Pole and Thomas Lupset argued that parliament, supported by a council
of fourteen, should be granted necessary authority to act as a break on royal authority.38
Foreshadowing what Smith would say some thirty years later, St. German argued that
laws were properly made by the ‘king-in-parliament’, ‘for the Parliament so gathered
together representeth the estate of all the people within this realm’.39 However, St.
German’s defense o f parliament’s importance was that of a common lawyer, not, like
Starkey, one who believed that counsel was an inherently good thing. Indeed, although he
accepted Henry VTH’s declaration of royal supremacy (four o f his works were published
by the king’s printer), he argued that princes needed guidance, and he argued that the best
way of providing such guidance was that provided by existing English legal institutions,
primarily parliament.40

37 Sir John Fortescue, On the laws and governance o f England, edited by Shelley Lockwood (Cambridge,
1997), 128-129
38 Thomas Starkey, A Dialogue between between Reginald Pole and Thomas Lupset, edited by Thomas F.
Mayer (London, 1989), 112-113; Guy, ‘Tudor monarchy’, 85-86
39 Guy, ‘Tudor’, 87
40 John Guy, Christopher St. German on chancery and statute (London, 1985), 40
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It is important to recognize that De Republica Anglorum falls into this parliamentary
tradition - that Smith’s defense of the commonwealth was also predicated on these long
standing justifications of parliament’s right to counsel the reigning monarch Queen.
However, it is also important to realize that the classical humanist, republican, and
Protestant languages of opposition to royal authority also featured in De Republica,
making it a wide-ranging and broadly based justification of counsel. He mounted this
defense by appealing to the notion o f a commonwealth, or what he called ‘the multitude of
free men collected together and united by common accord and covenauntes among
themselves’.41 The strength of this commonwealth, as Smith saw it, was its potential for
consensus. In the commonwealth men were free and hence could choose not to seek
common agreements. But since they did seek ‘common accord’, and the agreements they
made were therefore by choice and not coercion, the corporate identity and power o f the
commonwealth was justified. Conversely, if men were not free their accords could not be
consensual; and were there no consensus, there could be no laws - or at least not ones
based on the vital principle of consent. As such, Smith’s commonwealth was based on a
willing trade o f individual freedom for collective action.
Stephen Gardiner had placed the same stress on individual freedom as the basis for
collective parliamentary action in his tract De vera obedienta (153 5).42 But why was such
free and collective action important to the commonwealth? Smith assumed that laws are
made by men who recognize that their self-interest is served is by relinquishing individual
rights and forming a commonwealth. This meant that the commonwealth was, like a Trade

41 De Republica, 57
42 Stephen Gardiner, Obedience in church and state, edited by Pierre Janelle (New York, 1968); Guy,
‘Tudor’, 89
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Union, nothing more than an expression o f mutual self-advantage. And this was the nub of
Smith’s theory, for in the transition from individual to the collective, the well-being of the
commonwealth’s members became the same as the interest of the commonwealth; men
became share-holders in a larger project as a result of their trade o f individual freedom for
collective action. Now it followed from this that because men had a stake in the
commonwealth, it was in their interests to defend this stake. For this reason it was
incumbent on all members to act in a fashion that would minimize the risks to the
commonwealth.
The forum for securing the common good (or the common self-interest) was
parliament, since this was where ‘everie Englishman is entended to bee there present,
either in person or by procuration and attornies’.43 Parliament in Smith’s system served
two functions. Its first role was as a lightning-rod for the problems of the polity: men
could raise their fears and apprehensions and the dangers would be neutralized. Its second
duty was to legislate these problems away. However, it could do this only because ‘the
consent o f the parliament is taken to be everie mans consent’. And exactly because it had
the consent o f all men (who had traded their freedom to form a commonwealth) it was
‘the most high and absolute power of the realme of England’.44 Implicit in this theory was
the connection between the good of the commonwealth and the health of Protestantism.
When Smith wrote o f the ‘multitude of free men collected together and united by common
accord and covenauntes among themselves’ it was on the assumption that Protestantism
was the basis o f their accord. To read De Republica without being aware of this
underlying religious agenda is, I think, to miss the point of Smith’s exercise. Indeed, if the

43 De Republica, 79
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commonwealth was a body, Protestantism was its heart; the element that supplied the
oxygen o f true religion to all its parts. As such, Smith’s commonwealth was predicated on
exactly the assumption that had, in theory at least, provided Latin Christendom with a
basis for social and political harmony: a universal set o f religious beliefs 45 And in the same
way that threats to Catholic universality had been treated as threats to the social fabric, so
any religious divisions within Smith’s commonwealth would have dissolved the Protestant
bonds that held it together. For this reason Smith’s commonwealth, unlike the Leviathan
o f Thomas Hobbes, did not need an absolute monarchy or total power to hold things
together; religion served this function..
The consequence o f this line o f thinking for the issue of the Tudor succession is clear.
If Elizabeth refused to ensure the security of the Protestant polity by agreeing to marry,
her actions endangered the commonwealth. It was thus natural, Smith argued, that men
would come forward to defend the commonwealth; after all, they each had a stake in its
welfare. This development, he suggested, was the emergence o f democracy.46 And in case
anybody thought it dangerous, Smith reassured them that ‘changes of fashions of
government o f common wealthes be naturall’.47 Indeed ‘natural’ is the key-word here, for
the response o f parliament to political problems was nothing more than the response of the
body politic to difficulties it encountered. As every person had a stake in Elizabeth’s
actions, by not marrying Elizabeth threatened these stakes (and by definition the
commonwealth). And since parliament was the mouth-piece for these concerns, the hope it

44 De Republica, 78-79
45 Janet Nelson, ‘Kingship and empire’, in J. H. Bums (ed.), The Cambridge History o f Medieval Political
Thought, c. 350-c. 1450 (Cambridge, 1998), 230
46 De Republica, 61-62
47 Ibid., 62-64
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expressed that the queen would settle the succession question quickly was simply
parliament defending the interests o f the commonwealth.
O f course the grievances aired by members of the commonwealth would have come to
nothing had the monarch not been part o f Smith’s political corporation. But in Smith’s
commonwealth the monarch was part of the commonwealth and thus accountable to its
others members. ‘To be short,’ he wrote, ‘the prince is the life, the head, and the
authorities o f all thinges that be doone in the realme of England.’48 And this was natural in
a ‘mixt’ polity,49 for only a ‘tyrant’ (‘who is an evill king’) is without ‘regard to the wealth
o f his people’.50 Writing earlier in the sixteenth century, Sir Thomas Elyot had described
the ‘publike weal’ in similar terms, and the health o f this ‘publick weal’, like Smith’s
commonwealth, depended on the attentiveness o f the monarch to the body politic. Like
Smith, Elyot was a humanist, and both men drew ideas o f the ‘public’ and ‘common’ from
the classical world. But there is also an element o f the mediaeval in Smith’s thinking. The
idea of a monarch united with the polity invoked the specter of mediaeval political
theology, in particular the idea that the monarch’s person was an integral component of
the body politic: the corpus politicum (body politic).51 Indeed a panel o f Elizabethan
judges would later conclude that the monarch possessed two bodies, and although ‘this
natural Body is conjoined his Body politic’ the ‘Body politic includes the Body natural,
but the Body natural is the lesser, and with this the Body politic is consolidated.’52 So in
this respect, what Smith, or for that matter Elyot, said about the relationship about the
48 Ibid., 88
49 Ibid., 52
50 Ibid., 55
51 Antony Black, Political thought in Europe, 1250-1450 (Cambridge, 1992), 14-18
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crown and the ‘weal’ was neither novel nor radical. What was potentially radical was the
monarch’s refusal to sacrifice their physical body for the good o f the ‘weal’. So to counter
this danger, it was put to Elizabeth that her obligations (her role in prolonging the
Edwardian tradition) necessitated doing what Edward had not had the chance to do:
produce an heir and thus secure the succession.
Now nowhere in De Republica did Smith explicitly say that it was Elizabeth’s duty to
marry. However, Smith’s theory o f the commonwealth advanced the idea that monarchs,
as part o f the body politic, was expected to do their bit for the common good. This echoed
his other contribution to the succession debates of the 1560s: the ‘Dialogue on the
Queen’s marriage’. In this work he had argued that since it is in a woman’s nature to bear
children, so the queen ought to marry.53 Unlike De Republica the ‘Dialogue’ was not a
justification o f the Protestant commonwealth, but rather a justification o f those who
asserted that it was Elizabeth’s duty to defend it by marriage. In the ‘Dialogue’ Smith, like
Cecil, revealed a willingness, and ability, to adapt classical values and precepts to the
political questions o f the day. In fact the use of rhetoric in the ‘Dialogue’ is strikingly
adept. The ‘Dialogue’ makes use of three characters, all of whom represent different
character traits: Agamus (or A yapuc) Philoxenus (or <Dita>Cevoa), and Axenius (or
A%eviua). Smith - in the guise o f Agamus - begins the ‘Dialogue’ by arguing the case
against Elizabeth marrying. He followed this - this time as Philoxenus - with a longer
oration in favor of the Queen marrying. Contained within this passage are the same ideas
of counsel, and the same concerns about the well-being of the commonwealth, that Smith

52 Ernst H. Kantorowicz, The King ’s two bodies: a study in mediaeval political theology (Princeton,
1997), 9
53 Strype, Smith, 217
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would later discuss in De Republica. Philoxenus says that not only is there a need for
counsel, but that ‘discreet men ought to have greatest weight’ in matters related to
‘maintaining o f the commonwealth’.54 And hinting at the root cause o f the succession
question, Philoxenus depicts a doomsday scenario, in which the death o f the queen
plunges the commonwealth into chaos and civil war.55
Considered alongside De Republica, the argument of the ‘Dialogue’ is intriguing. In
the both works Smith expresses his opinion that the needs o f the commonwealth ought to
be the chief concern o f the crown. If this meant marrying an Englishman, and in the
process negating the possibility of a dynastic marriage (of the kind that would have
enhanced the prestige or power o f the Tudor family), so be it. For this reason, Smith’s
proposed solution to the question of the queen’s marriage - with its implicit assumption
that Elizabeth should could abide by the interests of the commonwealth in deciding her
matrimonial status - lays bare the difference between his theory o f the polity and
Elizabeth’s own. For if the ability to perpetuate (and if possible expand) the Tudor dynasty
by marriage was a central tenet o f Renaissance monarchy, trying to limit whom the
monarch should marry was a check on Renaissance monarchy. Thus, as far as Smith was
concerned, the succession question was everything about the queen combining the national
interest with her own dynastic interest. So in this sense a marriage for the sake o f marriage
was not, in Smith’s opinion, the best way to secure the Protestant succession. Securing the
succession was only any good if it also met the test of harnessing the royal supremacy to
the good o f the commonwealth.

54 Ibid., 214
55 Ibid., 222
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The method used in the construction o f the ‘Dialogue’ is also important. It shows
Smith exploring the past, particularly the English past, in search o f examples that might
bolster his argument. Discussing the reign o f Mary, Agamus blames the late queen’s
marriage to Philip II, and her consequent rejection of the ‘Gospel’, as a cause of
‘sicknesses’ in England.56 Taking a different tack, Philoxenus cites the examples o f
Theodotus and Nero (‘monsters of mankind’) to try and convince the other speakers that
love, which Elizabeth can find in marriage, is a means o f avoiding tyranny.57 To justify his
assertion that Elizabeth should take an English husband, Axenius argues that even the
Norman invaders proved it was impossible for foreigners to join English society.58 And
in an early example of English anti-European sentiment, he goes on to outline the
‘jealousy’ o f French and Italian men, the illiberal nature of Spanish men, and the ‘great
love’ to drink common to Dutch and Danish men.59 Drawing examples from the classical
past, Axenius refers to the ancient Greeks and Romans, and he specifically mentions why
Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar were both careful not to import foreign customs
into their Empires for fear that it might engender disloyalty amongst their subjects.60
Demonstrating a willingness to use the Bible as a source for his arguments, Smith suggests
that just as the customs of the Jews were different from the values and practices Christ
taught, so those o f foreigners are different from Englishmen.61 This in turn proves
Axenius’ argument that Elizabeth should marry from within her realm: ‘For as it is as

56 Ibid.,
57 Ibid.,
58 Ibid.,
59 Ibid.,
60 Ibid.,
61 Ibid.,
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natural for an Englishman to love England, so it is natural to Italians, Frenchmen,
Germans, Danes, men o f Sweden, each one to like theirs.’62
So the substance of Smith’s argument is indicative of a skilled rhetorician at work.
One component o f the rhetorician’s art lay in being able to argue every point o f view in a
debate, and this is what Smith does: Agamus, Philoxenus, and Axenius are simply the
different voices o f Smith the rhetorician. The other expression of Smith’s rhetorical
training is the way in which he gently persuades the reader that it is in the best interests of
the country that the queen marry an Englishman. Thus, although the ‘Dialogue’ begins
discussing whether the queen should marry, a subtle paradigm shift occurs half-way
through, and by the end the question is not whether Elizabeth should marry, but rather
whom she should marry. As such, the ‘Dialogue’ is not a dialogue as we might understand
it, i.e. a discussion or debate. Rather it is a structured device used to advance an argument;
in this case, that the queen ought to marry so as to ensure the long-term security of the
Protestant commonwealth.
A concern for the security o f the Protestant commonwealth was the specter that
haunted both De Republica and the ‘Dialogue’. For men like Smith and Cecil, and many
o f the others who served on the privy council or in parliament after 1558, Edward’s reign
had been a golden age. Almost any pragmatic evangelical knew that as long as the young
king lived, the Protestant interest and the national interest could gradually be embedded in
the minds of the English people. Like many of his colleagues from the Edwardian regime,
Smith held this assumption. Indeed once the Elizabethan regime was established, he
returned to help William Cecil repair the damage they both believed Mary had caused. As

62 Ibid., 236
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a frequent visitor to France on Crown business, and later as first secretary to the privy
council, Smith’s duties were many and varied. Less apparent have been his contributions
to the succession question o f the 1560s, and in particular how he blended aspects of
various political and intellectual traditions to push the Protestant case for an end to
dynastic uncertainty. Combined with his zeal for the Protestant cause, Smith’s ability to
manage these various traditions proved a powerful tool that could be applied effectively to
the problems o f the polity.
Perhaps what is most clear from the ‘Dialogue’ and De Republica is the sheer variety
o f political traditions (or discourses) that appear to have been circulating in the 1560s.
Each o f these traditions had different chronological origins, and different histories.
However, there is no escaping the importance of the Henrician, and more especially
Edwardian, periods to the definition of these traditions, and their uses, within Tudor
political culture. And if Smith is a reliable guide to the transition from Edwardian to
Elizabethan, it would appear that the political expectations and debates o f the 1560s were
forged during the period 1547-1553. By 1553 Protestantism had become, at least in the
minds o f many at court, synonymous with the national interest. Conversely, the
assumption that Catholicism and the proper exercise of power were antithetical drove
opposition to Mary Tudor’s accession in 1553, and after 1558, the attempts to exclude
Mary Stuart from the English throne.63 As Stephen Alford has shown, this debate carried
into the 1560s, and for the period 1558-1569 the issue o f how power ought to be
exercised was one that divided the opinion of Elizabeth and her chief counselor, William

63 Hoak, ‘Parliament and the Political Culture of Protestant Kingship’, 1547-87: John Hales, Robert Beale,
and Francis Alford on the Tudor succession’.
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Cecil.64 Even so, to understand the genesis of this political culture we also need to make
sense o f the Edwardian polity, and, of course, the political culture that helped shape it.

64 For an expose of this divergence of views, Alford, The early Elizabethan polity (Cambridge, 1998)
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Chapter 3

The New Rome and Ireland
During his own lifetime, Smith was convinced that he had witnessed the rise o f the
English nation (or, De Republica Anglorum) to the glorious heights once occupied by the
Roman Empire. In De Republica Anglorum he boasted that the people of England had
inherited the rights o f their Roman predecessors:
‘And to be short, all that ever the people o f Rome might do either in Centuriatis
comitijs or tributis, the same may be doone by the parliament of Englande, which
representeth and hath the power of the whole realme both the head and the
bodie.’1
Moreover, the people o f England enjoyed these freedoms because they had never ‘tooke
any investiture o f the empire o f Rome or of any other superior prince, but helde o f God
and hymself, his people and sword, the crowne, acknowledging no prince in earth his
superior’.2 However, it was a short step from outlining the primacy o f the English polity to
advocating the dominance o f that polity over other nations or peoples, and at the same
time as he was writing De Republica, Smith was also thinking about the possibility of
establishing English colonial rule in Ireland. Like his earlier work on Anglo-Scottish union,
this entailed the expansion o f English power within the British Isles, but would not, unlike
his Scottish proposal, include a parliamentary settlement. In fact, Smith’s plans for Ireland
would be o f a totally different character to his earlier proposal that Scotland be assimilated
within the English system of temporal and ecclesiastical government. Instead he argued
that Ireland ought to be subjected to the martial law code that English colonists brought
with them. In this way, he suggested, the rebellious Irish could be pacified, and England’s
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faltering attempts to manage their western neighbor would be replaced by a stable system
o f colonial government. But colonial government also meant that English ‘civilization’
could be disseminated in Ireland, overcoming what he and many others called the
‘barbarism’ o f Irish people. Indeed, Smith envisioned his planned colony as the first phase
in a process o f settlement that would secure the cultural and social transformation of
Ireland and the Irish people. And if we want to understand why Smith believed such
change was necessary in Ireland, and why he believed the English were the people to
effect this change, De Republica Anglorum, a work loaded with notions of cultural
superiority, is the place to start.
On the final page o f De Republica Anglorum, Smith boasted that the commonwealth
he had just described, unlike, he pointed out, the fictional polities o f Plato, Xenephon,
‘standeth and is governed at this day xxviij o f March Anno 1565’.3 Not unreasonably,
historians o f the English constitution under the Tudors have taken this statement to mean
that De Republica Anglorum was a statement of actual legal and constitutional practice in
Smith’s own time. Frederic William Maitland, perhaps the greatest o f all such historians,
suggested that ‘No one would think of writing about the England of Elizabeth’s day
without paying heed to what was written about that matter by her learned and
accomplished Secretary of State.’ Furthermore, ‘His little treatise comprises some
sentences touching the powers of Parliament which have been quoted and transcribed
times without number, and which will be quoted and transcribed so long as men take any

1 Sir Thomas Smith, De Republica Anglorum, edited by Mary Dewar (Cambridge, 1982), 78-79
2 Ibid., 56
3 Ibid., 144
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interest in the history of the English constitution.’4 For Leonard Alston, who edited the
first modem edition of De Republica for publication in 1906, Smith’s apparent desire to
describe things as they were, belied a ‘curiously modem strain’, a certain ‘naturalism or
positivism’ that made him ‘more modem than Hobbes or Locke.’5 For Sir Geoffrey Elton,
De Republica provided a summary o f the English constitution, and extracts from it were
included in his The Tudor Constitution: documents and commentary.
In many ways, these historians found what they were looking for in Smith’s closing
statement: a justification of their own empiricist reading of De Republica. After all, if
Smith was claiming that he only wrote about what he saw, then, in a very direct fashion,
his statement appealed to the methodological prejudices o f these historians. In the
previous chapter it was argued that to stick with a descriptive reading o f De Republica
misses the many ways in which it was informed by the political and religious life o f
Edwardian and Elizabethan England. Arguably, there is also another way o f reading De
Republica: one that places the work within English discourses of nationalism and
imperialism. As with the revisionist approach suggested to De Republica in chapter two,
this alternative way of examining the text connects the genesis of De Republica with
Smith’s work for Somerset’s genealogical commission. However, by also looking at the
differences between the commission’s work and Smith’s later involvement in plans for
Irish colonization it is possible to pinpoint the discontinuities, as well as the continuities, in
these imperial discourses. In particular, it is possible to determine the ways in which

4 Sir Thomas Smith, De Republica Anglorum, edited by L. Alston with a preface by F. W. Maitland
(Cambridge, 1906), vii
5 Ibid., xxxv
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the humanist classical ideas that shaped Smith’s planned Irish colony differed from his
plans for Scotland, and more especially how and why humanist classical ideas merged with
the ideas o f parliamentary supremacy to inform the construction o f De Republica. And by
doing these things, clear lines of connection can be drawn between what Smith planned for
Ireland and what he said in De Republica about England’s arrival as the new Rome.
Indeed, to look at De Republica within this conceptual framework is to understand why
De Republica has far more to say about English self-identity vis-a-vis its British neighbors,
and arguably its continental ones as well, than any historian has given it credit for.
To decipher the ways in which De Republica fits into these imperial and nationalist
discourses it is necessary to appreciate the fundamental message of Book I of the text,
namely that the England has passed into the final, and greatest, state o f political existence:
a mixed (republican) form of government.6 Why Smith reached this conclusion is
explained by the manner in which he described the historical development o f this
commonwealth. In essence, Smith believed that the commonwealth passed through four
stages on its way to becoming a mixed polity. It started as a household or family, which
for Smith was ‘the man, the woman, the children, the servauntes bonde and free, their
catell, their householde stuffe, and all other things, which are reckoned in their possession,
so long as all these remaine together in one. ’ Naturally, the man dominated the household,
ruling over its members as the Greek patriarch ruled over the OIKONOMIA.7 However,
Smith wrote that ‘much as it is the nature of all things to encrease or decrease, this house
thus encreasing and multiplying by generation’ so families grew into ‘many cities,

6 For Smith’s theory of commonwealth see above, chap. 2, 44-50
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boroughes and villages’.8 This growing society was managed by a king ‘who cared for
them as members o f his owne body.’9 Thus, society passed from patriarchal government at
the level o f OIKONOMIA to patriarchal government across all the households within
society (BAZIAEIA). But as society expanded so the familial bonds that held it together
gradually disintegrated, and patriarchy was replaced by a temporary phase of political
chaos. And to ‘defende themselves yet from them which were walsh and strangers to
them, [men] necessarily agreed among themselves to consult in common’.10 This Smith
believed was the emergence of aristocratic rule, for which he gave the Greek
(Apiatoxpocxeia) and Latin (<optimatum respublica) equivalents.11 Soon, though, rule
passed from the few to the many, and the polity completed its political journey, passing
into its final state: democracy (A ripoxpaxia).12
Proof of this emergence as a mixed polity were the laws and customs o f England that
Smith discusses in Book II and Book III of De Republica. In Smith’s opinion, the function
o f the law was to regulate the interactions between members of society, thus ensuring that
the commonwealth is able to maintain a peaceful existence; and as such, a common system
o f law, like a common religion, draws together elements of the English commonwealth.
But the law also gives England, as it had done Rome, the status o f a civilized nation. It is
law and Christianity that mean, for example, that ‘bondmen’13 do not exist in England.

7 Smith actually employed the term OIKONOMIA, and it is clear that his model of society was based
upon the Greek idea of society Plato expressed in The Republic. Smith, Anglorum, edited by Mary Dewar,
58-59
8 Ibid., 59
9 Ibid., 60
10 Ibid., 60
11 Ibid., 61
12 Ibid., 61-62
13 Smith also uses the terms ‘serfes’ and ‘villaines’ to describe this group. Ibid., 136
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Only in those realms without ‘the humanitie which the Christian religion doth teache’ do
practices o f bondage and slavery continue.14 Indeed, Smith remarks that bondmen who
receive manumission in England become liber (free); something he rather pointedly
contrasts with the situation in countries using the ‘civil lawe’, where the newly freed are
stigmatized as the libertus manumittentis (freed from manumission).15 And that every man
and woman in the English commonwealth is free, allows Smith to sustain his claim that the
rights and privileges once belonging to the citizens of Rome are now enjoyed by those of
the republic of England.
Smith’s emphasis on the freedoms and privileges of the English people sits rather
uncomfortably with the assertions of Maitland, Alston, Elton, and Dewar that De
Republica was a purely descriptive work. A far more penetrating reading o f Smith’s
intentions has been provided by Nicholas Canny, who saw De Republica as Smith’s
quintessential statement of England’s right to im perium 16 There must be not doubt about
the fact that Smith was not, contrary to the opinion of Leonard Alston, interested in
political relativism. The whole purpose of De Republica was to prove the superiority of
the English commonwealth over all other commonwealths; this was the point of boast
about the here-and-now reality of the English commonwealth. He also suggested that his
readers ought to compare this commonwealth with others ‘to see who hath taken the
lighter, truer, and more commodious way to governe the people aswell in warre as in
peace.’ And whilst he suggested that this comparison ‘will be no illiberal occupation for
14 Ibid., 138
15 Ibid., 136
16 One suspects that this reading of De Republica Anglorum has much to do with Canny being a colonial
historian. After all, he - unlike Messrs. Maitland, Alston, Elton, and Dewar - was interested in the
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him that is a Philosopher’,17 in practice of course, De Republica was designed in such a
way as to elicit only one answer.
But when did republican virtue cease to be purely a domestic political phenomenon,
and was the English republic fit, as was its Roman predecessor, for imperial exportation?
Because Smith’s work in the 1540s for Somerset’s genealogical commission survives in
detail, we know that he and others believed England’s ‘imperial moment’ had arrived in
the sixteenth century. Then, using the Historia o f Geoffrey of Monmouth, Smith and his
fellow commissioners had justified empire on the grounds that the Galfridian history of
Brutus suggested the British Isles were properly part of a single monarchical structure.18
By the 1560s, however, it is clear that Smith had either re-thought these plans, or, freed
from an official capacity as head of the commission, no longer felt any need to tow the
Galfridian line. Instead, over the space of about ten years (between the early 1560s and the
early 1570s) he started to develop plans for colonial government in Ireland that, far from
advocating the creation of an inclusive ‘British’ empire, relied on the complete subjection
of the Irish to English rule. These plans were predicated on the notion that it was the duty
of the ‘civilized’ English to inculcate their values among the ‘barbaric’ Irish. In fact Smith
saw himself as fulfilling the role of the ‘civilizing’ Romans, and said as much in a letter to
Sir William Fitzwilliam in 1572 in which he wrote:
‘This I write unto you as I do understand by histories of thyngs by past, how this
contrey of England, ones as uncivill as Ireland now is, was by colonies o f the
Romaynes brought to understand the lawes and orders of thannient orders

consequences of Smith’s political thought; not just its content. Nicholas P. Canny, The Elizabethan
Conquest o f Ireland: a pattern established, 1565-76 (New York, 1976), 129
17 De Republica, 144
18 See chap. 1, 30-31
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whereof there hath no nacon more streightly and truly kept the mouldes even to
this day then we, yea more than thitalians and Romaynes themselves. ’19
Or, as David Quinn put it, ‘To Smith, the English in Ireland were the modem Romans,
bringing to a savage land law, peace, and civilization.’20
Quinn came to this conclusion after having studied Smith’s plans for an Irish
colony.21 What he did not do, however, was to connect these activities in Ireland with the
sentiments Smith had expressed in De Republica Anglorum. As David Armitage has
argued, historians need to recognize not only the importance o f classical influences in the
actual nuts-and-bolts process of colonization, but also the role played by ars rhetorica in
inspiring European imperialism per se. The importance o f the ars rhetorica, Armitage has
suggested, was to persuade its audience to action ‘by making the absent present, the
distant near, and the exotic familiar.’22 Thus, in 1584 Richard Hakluyt approached Queen
Elizabeth with a copy of his ‘Particular Discourse of western planting’ in one hand, and a
precis o f Aristotle’s Politics in the other; the aim being to set his planting proposal within,
in Armitage’s words, ‘the political and moral context within which he expected Elizabeth
and her counsellors (all trained and many, like William Cecil and Elizabeth herself, very
much committed humanists) to judge his proposals for English colonization. ’23 Hakluyt the
first in a long-line o f authors using the ars rhetorica to advance the cause o f English
colonization. Writing ten years after Hakluyt, Richard Beacon argued that the activities of
the Romans in Macedonia provided an excellent precedent for English colonization in

19 Quoted in Nicholas P. Canny, ‘The ideology of English colonization: from Ireland to America’, in
David Armitage (ed.), Theories o f Empire, 1450-1800 (Great Yarmouth, 1998), 192-193
20 David Beers Quinn, ‘Sir Thomas Smith (1513-1577) and the beginnings of English colonial theory’,
Proceedings o f the American Philosophical Society, 89 (4) (December, 1945), 546
21 Ibid., 543-560
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Ireland: the principle of divide-and-rule was one that the English, in Beacon’s opinion,
would be well advised to follow 24 Beacon believed that it was incumbent on the culturally
superior colonizers to suppress the indigenous culture of the Irish population.25 Only then,
he argued, would ‘a thorough and absolute reformation of the whole common- weale’ be
possible.26 And reform, in Beacon’s opinion, was the duty of a culturally superior nation
like England.
Smith, like Hakluyt and Beacon, fell-back on the ars rhetorica to persuade Elizabeth
o f the wisdom and virtue o f his proposed venture in Ireland. The device Smith used to
convey this message was an extended letter, penned at some point during 1571 27 He
argued that to ‘inhabite and reforme so barbarous a nation as that is, and to bring them to
the knowledge and lawe, were bothe a godly and commendable deede, ad a sufficie[n]t
worke for our age.’28 Those who undertook such a task would do so, he argued, ‘to the
encrease o f his nacion and honor o f his countrey’.29 The colonists would also end four
hundred years o f failed English rule in Ireland by ensuring the replacement of ‘the evil
government of Deputies [i.e. the traditional system of English government in Ireland],
which eyther have bene neglygent or corrupt’ by a stable and incorruptible system of

22 David Armitage, ‘Literature and empire’, in Nicholas Canny (ed.), The Oxford history o f the British
empire. Vol. 1: the origins o f empire (Oxford, 1998), 104-105
23 Ibid., 106-107
24 Markku Peltonen, Classical humanism and republicanism in English political thought, 1570-1640
(Cambridge, 1995), 84
25 Ibid., 82
26 Ibid. 85
27 A letter sent by J. B. Gentleman unto his very friend and master R. C. Esquire, wherein is contained a
large discourse o f the peopling and inhabiting the country called the Ardes and other adjacent in the
North ofIreland and taken in hand by Sir Thomas Smith, one o f the Queen M ajesty’s Privy Council and
Thomas Smith Esquire his son. STC 1048.
28 All references and quotations that follow are given as folio numbers from my own transcription. Ibid., f.
13
29 Ibid., I 25
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government.30 And ‘replinished with Englishe men’, Ireland ‘would be as great
commoditie to the Prince as the realme o f England’.31
The tone of Smith’s language was closer to that used by Beacon than Hakluyt, and
whereas the latter had used Aristotle to justify his activities, Smith fell back on the notions
o f the moral and cultural superiority of the English nation he had expressed in De
Republica. Indeed, much as Smith talked-up the benefits of his colony for the English
crown, he also saw his mission in Ireland as one o f reform.32 What this meant in practice
was the transfer of English settlers, English laws, English agricultural techniques, and what
he called ‘English manners’. Indeed, Smith believed that the effect of his colony would be
to lift the ‘barbarous’ Irish out of their ‘beastly libertie’.33 But he also suggested that
England was divinely ordained to undertake such a mission of reform, for ‘God did make
apte and prepare this nation for such a purpose’,34 and ‘God hath prepared the Nation to
such enterprise’- sentiments that can be said to echo the Scottish propaganda campaign,
and language that prefigures another two centuries of westward expansion.35
So in the footsteps o f Roman legionaries, and with God at their backs, Smith’s
colonists would reform Ireland until such a time as there was ‘no neede of garrospm in al
the countrey’.36 To understand what this reformed Ireland would have looked like we
only have to turn to De Republica Anglorum. For what Smith envisioned was the re
creation o f English society in Ireland. In April 1572 he wrote to his son Thomas, who was

30 Ibid., f. 3
31 Ibid,, f. 6
32 Hiram Morgan misses this dimension to Smith’s colonial venture completely. See Morgan, ‘The
colonial venture of Sir Thomas Smith in Ulster, 1571-1575’, Historical Journal, 28, 2 (1985), 261-278
33 STC 1048, f. 5
34 STC 1048, f. 13
35 Ibid., f. 18
36 Ibid., f. 14
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leading the actual expedition of men and munitions, to ensure that the long-term goals of
the colonists were understood:
‘For the first year there, and peradventure the second, ye shall do well to take one
sure and convenient place to make a fort, as Byrso was to Dido, and Mons
Aventinus to Romulus, and there to fortify yourself; and that being strong and
provided to live and defend may master the country about, and so the country
divided into villages and parishes may make your first cottage or fort as big as
any o f the other was by long time and good governance.’37
Out o f these settlements would grow whole communities o f settlers and reformed Irish
men and women, until such a time when the Irish live ‘in the godly awe o f the o f the lawes
of England.’ 38 In fact it is clear that Smith hoped for nothing less than the complete re
creation o f English society in Ireland. He expressed a hope that the excess number o f the
gentry created by the dissolution of the monasteries would move to Ireland. He also wrote
to Sir Valentine Brown and suggested that:
‘There was never a better nor more profitable and honourable a voyage for young
gentlemen and younger brethren to make, Find them self one year, and take land
to them and their heirs ten times more than they can buy in England on the price
and as good.’39
He also suggested that ‘plantyng it [Ireland] with Englyshe Lawes’ would ensure that the
‘barbarity’ o f the Irish could be curtailed.40 For if Ireland could be ‘replenished with
Englishmen men’ in this fashion, ‘what profite that coulde be to the estate o f England’ he
argued.41
Yet despite his optimism, Smith recognized that realizing these ambitions would not be
easy. Consequently, the details of Smith’s plan required the establishment o f a colony able

37 Quoted in Quinn, ‘Sir Thomas Smith’, 547
38 STC 1048, f. 5
39 Quoted in Quinn, ‘Sir Thomas Smith’, 552
40 STC 1048, f. 7
41 Ibid., f. 6
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to withstand the inevitable pressures the Irish would bring to bear on any English
settlement. The model Smith used for his colony were the frontier garrison settlements of
the Roman Empire. Writing to his son, he urged the younger Thomas to:
‘Mark Rome, Carthage, Venice and all other where any notable beginning hath
been...Choose a place strong by nature for defence as a citadel, to defend the city
when it shall be made’.42
The actual place Smith had in mind before the expedition left England was the Ardes, now
an area in southern Ulster. He believed this spot ‘easie to be wonne, inhabited, safely
kepte and defended, as any platte within the Realme of Ireland 43 To defend this
settlement, Smith drew up elaborate plans for the organization and payment of the
colonizing army. Footmen, for example, were to be armed, liveried, housed and fed, and
paid ‘three pounde sixe shillings and eight pence wages’ for one year.44 Horsemen were to
be paid substantially more, and certainly no less than ‘twentie pound’.45 ‘Carpenters,
Masons, [and] Smithes,’ not to mention ‘Cookes, Bakers, [and] Surgeons’ were also to be
taken along.46 He also made contingencies for the shipping of ‘come to put in the ground
against the next yeare,’ and ‘plowes and all things necessary thereto’.47 And whilst the
colonists were establishing the plantation, ‘Artificers’ would start ‘building and raising, to
lodge all his men in camp, [and] under canvas tents and hales’.48 The colonists were also
under orders to maintain strict discipline. Miscegenation was prohibited, and Smith
ordered his captains to dine and dress with modesty, for their task was ‘to laye the

42 Quoted in Quinn, ‘Sir Thomas Smith’, 547
43 STC 1048, f. 10
44 Ibid., f. 21
45 Ibid., 22
46 Ibid., 20
41 Ibid., 20
48 Ibid., 23
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foundacion o f a good.. .and etemall colony for your posteritie, not a may game or stage
play.’49
The purpose o f such detailed planning was, of course, to persuade potential investors,
not least the Queen herself, that Smith’s proposal was workable, and therefore worth
investing money in. In fact so detailed were the arrangements Smith outlined that he joked
‘How say you now, have I not set forth to you another E utopiaT50 But even if he mocked
‘E utopia\ it is apparent that Smith drew on a number o f ancient and modem works in the
formulation of his own plan. Without question, Livy’s Decades o f Rome was one of these
works. Gabriel Harvey, who was tutored by Smith in the 1570s, wrote of how he and
Smith would read Livy’s Decades o f Rome for instruction.51 Another o f his students,
Richard Eden, provided Smith with a copy of his Decades o f the newe worlde or west
India (1555) and his translation of Martin Cortez’s The art o f navigation.52 Both of these
works stressed the possibilities for overseas colonization, as well as techniques Europe’s
colonizers had used to effect the earliest settlements. He may also have drawn on the
Discourses on Livy o f Machiavelli, a book he owned.53 In his Discourses on Livy,
Machiavelli advocated the export of Roman law and custom to colonized areas, and the
gradual acceptance o f colonized peoples as citizens of the colonizing power.54 Moreover,
Machiavelli’s commentaries on the foundation and defense o f city-states and settlements

49 Quoted in Nicholas P. Canny, ‘The permissive frontier: the problem of social control in English
settlements in Ireland and Virginia, 1550-1650’, in K. R. Andrews, N. P. Canny, and P. E. H. Hair (eds.),
The Westward enterprise: English activities in Ireland, the Atlantic, and America, 1480-1650 (Liverpool,
1978), 24 and 36-37
50 Ibid., 17
51 Lisa Jardine and Anthony Grafton, Studied for action”: how Gabriel Harvey read his Livy’, Past and
Present (1990), 40-41
52 Quinn, ‘Sir Thomas Smith’, 545
53 John Stiype, The life o f Sir Thomas Smith (New York, 1974), 277
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contained the sort of practical advice Smith could have applied to his own settlement.
Smith certainly adopted the vocabulary o f Romans in describing his planned activities. He
spoke o f his son as the ‘deductores coloniarum’ (leaders of the colonists) undertaking
4deducere coloniam’ (to lead the colonists).55 Indeed such was the care and attention
Smith lavished on choosing a strong-point for the establishment o f his colony, it is hard to
escape the conclusion that he had studied the activities of the Romans in some depth
before setting forth his plans.
Such careful preparation can in part be attributed to the fact that Smith hoped to make
a profit from the expedition. In this aspect of his venture, Smith proved himself an
innovator. His foundation o f a joint-stock company to fund the colony in Ireland was the
first such use of a company for a colonizing venture,56 as was his decision to advertise the
venture in the form o f a published pamphlet.57 Unquestionably the desire for profit was
part of the overall plan to reform Ireland, and there was not, contrary to what Hiram
Morgan has suggested, a dichotomy between Smith’s plans for reform and the commercial
dimension to the colonial expedition.58 For part of the reason why Smith regarded the Irish
as ‘barbarous’ was their inability to exploit a land he claimed ‘floweth with milke and
hony’, and a ‘fertile soile truly if there be any in Europe’.59 He believed that the failure of
the Irish to farm as the English did was proof of their ‘barbarous’ state, and reckoned the
‘idle followyng o f heards, as the Tartarians, Arabians, and Irishe men doo’ was

54 Niccolo Machiavelli, Discourses on Livy, trans. Harvey C. Mansfield and Nathan Tarcov (Chicago,
1996), 309-310
55 David Beers Quinn, ‘Renaissance influences in English colonization’, Transactions o f the Royal
Historical Society, 26 (1976), 80
56 Quinn, ‘Sir Thomas Smith’, 555
57 STC 22868.5
58 Morgan, ‘ Smith’s colonial’, 261
59 STC 1048, f. 13
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confirmation o f their backwardness.60 He also cited the inability of the Irish to exploit the
‘Timber, stone, plaister, and slate5 on the island, not to mention the ‘rivers and lakes both
small and greate, foil o f excellent fishe and foule5.61 For this reason, it became part o f
Smith's reforming mission to teach the Irish English agricultural techniques, until such a
time as they reduced to ‘civilitie and the and the maners of England.62 Those ‘o f the Irishe
as will quyetly, and manure the ground under us shalbe welcome5;63 those who refused to
follow the practices o f the English would be coerced into assuming the
practices of their superiors. O f course during the seventeenth century, English colonizers
in North America assumed exactly the same thing about Indian society and economy. In
fact the failing o f Indians to change their ways, to adopt the economic and agricultural
ways o f the English, was cited as proof of their ‘savagery5, and used to justify
dispossession o f tribal lands.64 And if we want to know what the supposedly ‘civilized5
economy and society that the English believed the Indians (and the Irish) ought to adopt,
the society o f laws and property outlined in De Republica Anglorum is a good place to
start.
In fact, in order to understand Smith’s plans for Ireland we have to appreciate the
claims about English superiority in De Republica Anglorum-, and to make sense o f De
Republica Anglorum it is necessary to comprehend what Smith’s message o f English
ascendancy meant in practice. Indeed, intellectual symbiosis is the hallmark o f Smith’s
plans for Ireland and his assertions about England’s status as the new Rome. However, it

60 Ibid., 17
61 Ibid., f. 13
62 Quoted in Canny, ‘The ideology, 200
63 STC 1048, f. 15
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is also necessary to recognize the discontinuities in Smith’s work on imperialism. During
the 1540s he had proposed a parliamentary settlement between England and Scotland, but
the reasons he had used to justify an empire of the British Isles were historical rather than
cultural. In the case o f Ireland, there was to be no assimilation within the English
parliamentary system. As far as Smith was concerned, the Irish (apparently unlike the
Scots) were simply too ‘barbarous’ to warrant anything other than complete reform.
Clearly, therefore, we can talk of two traditions of empire in Smith’s thought: one based
on union, the other on repression and reform. To appreciate why Smith believed
repression and reform was necessary in Ireland, we can to refer those aspects o f De
Republica Anglorum detailing those areas in which England had attained superiority:
namely religion and the law. In Smith’s mind, these were the two fundamental dimensions
o f English ‘civilization’; a ‘civilization’ he was happy to force upon the Irish.

64 For example, Francis Jennings, The invasion o f America: Indians, colonialism, and the cant o f
conquest (Chapel Hill, 1975), 60
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Conclusion

Sir Thomas Smith and the languages of Tudor political
culture
This study has been designed not only to question a number of important
historiographical assumptions, but also to try and put some fresh answers (or at least
possible answers) in the place o f these assumptions. Firstly, working within the broad
analytical framework o f humanism, this study has attempted to reveal the variety o f ways
in which aspects o f Sir Thomas Smith’s Protestant humanist milieu affected three specific,
yet interrelated, aspects of his work as a Tudor political thinker. Secondly, this study has
looked to provide alternatives to the traditional ‘what-you-see-is-what-you-get’ readings
o f De Republica by associating its composition with a number o f political-cultural
traditions extant in Tudor England. Connected to these proposals for a systematic re
reading o f De Republica is this study’s intention to reveal the vitality of these politicalcultural traditions. In the case of Ireland, for example, it is plain that Smith’s conception o f
English society was loaded with a number o f cultural assumptions that found their way
into his plans for the colonization o f England’s island neighbor. As such, the importance of
De Republica as a statement of nationalist sentiment, if not imperial intent, must
henceforth be recognized by historians. Thirdly, and finally, this study has been designed
to pinpoint the continuities and discontinuities within Smith’s political thought, not least in
the area o f English imperialism. In particular, awareness of the fact that the neo-Galfridian
imperial tradition o f the 1540s gave way to the classically inspired work on Ireland
provides a new understanding o f Smith’s work as a theorist of English imperialism. The
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emphasis placed here on the importance of Protestantism to Smith’s work as an imperialist
poses a number o f questions o f the existing historiography on this aspect o f his career.
By trying to re-introduce the politics into Smith’s famous De Republica Anglorum,
perhaps the main aim o f this study has been to rescue Smith from the faint (and damning)
praise o f historians of the Tudor constitution. Indeed, by identifying the existence o f
important, if sometimes contradictory, political-cultural traditions in Smith’s work, so it
has been possible to suggest that Smith ought be thought of as a political thinker p er se.
During his work for the genealogical commission (which after all he also managed), he
developed novel ideas about the possible constitutional and cultural foundations for an
Anglo-Scottish political unit. In De Republica Anglorum he attempted to define the
structure o f English political society, and the possible role of that society in governing the
mixed polity o f England. In Ireland he proposed nothing less than the replacement o f
native Irish culture with what he believed to be the superior political and religious culture
o f England. And by examining each of these activities independently, this study has
attempted to identify the importance of these ideas to the political culture o f Tudor
England.
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